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Acute Mountain Sickness 
Five hundred climbers get to the third stage of Acute 

Mountain Sickness (headache, nausea, vomiting) on Mt. 
Rainier each year. This number classifies AMS as a 
public health problem. Such climbers show decrease 
of mental ability and physical coordination. They are 
a hazard to themselves and their rope partners. They 
are not having much fun, and they are certainly not 
getting the rejuvenation of spirit they came for. 

For the past four years, MSR has been coordinating 
a group of climbing doctors who are interested in this 
subject, attenopting to find both an explanatio'n and a 
preventive. The work is being done mostly in the field, 
on ~t. Rainier itself. All participants are volunteers, 
supported in part by your contributions. 

We are excited now about the poss:ij>ility that we may 
be close to a solution to the problem. The present 
hypothesis has to be tested on a larger number of 
climbers during the coming season, and we ask for 
private parties to volunteer to help. The requirement 
is simple, as you will see below. 

Symptoms of AMS 

Three primary symptoms of AMS are headache, 
nausea and vomiting. From these come sleeplessness 
due to the headache, loss of appetite due to the nausea, 
and stumbling gait from the headache or at least from 
a common cause. 

When we first started the study several years ago, 
we investigated the need for salt (sodium chloride). 
By chemica,l methods, we measured chloride in the 
urine every two hours while climbing. There was 
plenty of chloride which we took at that time to mean 
that there was plenty of sodium. We have since come 
to a different view as described below. 

Almost the first observation during the salt study 
was that the volume of urine output dropped to less 
than half of normal. We J:hen made a series of climbs 
where we tried to see that every climber had enough 
water to maintain the urinary output. at normal level, 
about one quart per day. Due to high respiration 
losses of water, we quickly found it was necessary to 
provide the climbers with four quarts of water per day. 

We then found that existing stoves had difficulty 
supplying this much water in the mountain environ
ment, melting from snow under adverse conditions. 
This was the reason why we developed the MSR stove, 

With enough water supply to the climbers, we then 
found it wasn't easy to get them to drink it. They 
were not all that thirsty. In any case, we did not 
eliminate AMS, even after we supplied the above 
amount of water. 

Charles Houston, M. D., (Summit, April 1975) 
urged that climbers drink so much water that the urine 
would be almost water clear. When we met at the 
Yosemite Mountain Medicine Symposium last September, 
I asked him why. He said he did not have a technical 
reason, but only a field clinical reason: his climbers 
on Mt. Logan had been following the practice for some 
years and felt that they got along better with this 
practice. 

Houston, in the same article, mentions shifts of 
fluid and salt across cell membranes in many parts 
of the body as a direct result of adaptive changes. 
We had in 1973 speculated that there is a chang~ in 
the acidity/alkalinity of the blood toward the alkaline 
which then caused the fl.ow of fluid through the blood/ 
brain barrier to increase, causing extra pressure in 
the brain space with the result of headache, nausea, 
vomiting. 

This line of thinking came from articles telling of 
respiratory alkalosis. Respiratory alkalosis is 
observed in sedentary subjects who breathe rapidly 
and deeply. This causes the carbon dioxide concen
tration in the body fluids to decrease. The carbon 
dioxide, being an acid gas, goes away and leaves the 
alkaline sodium with which it was previously paired. 
Thus alkalosis, But only in a person who is not 
working hard. This shift shows up in the urine as 
the kidneys try ·to get rid of the excess sodium. 

Another known way of balancing this excess sodium 
is to take ammonium chloride tablets. The ammonium 
goes away, leaving the chloride to balance the sodium, 
making common salt. On the test climbs in 1974, we 
were prepared with ammonium chlor.ide to test the 
hypothesis of alkalosis. 

To our surprise, all our 51 volunteers showed a 
shift toward the acid side, and there was no reason to 
take any ammonium chloride tablets at all. 

MSR Retail Store has moved to 11th Avenue & East Pike, across from REI 
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Where did the acid come from? The books refer to 

exercise without enough oxygen as a source of organic 

acids: lactic acid, acetoacetic acid, pyruvic acid a nd 

others. This is probably the source. 

The urine goes acid as the kidneys try to restore 

balance by getting rid of the excess acid. Chloride 

is one of the acids (anions) we observed in 1972 being 

discarded, but we didn't recognize the significance. 

Under normal conditions, the organic acids including 

lactic are metabolized and used for energy. But the 

conditions we are studying are not normal. There is 

an insufficiency of oxygen and a high demand for energy 

in the absence of enough carbohydrate, resulting in 

organic acid formation as fats are burned for energy. 

Speaking of excess organic acids, should we be 

drinking citric acid drinks such as Wylers lemonade? 

If the body already can't handle lactic and other acids , 

why should we take in more? We believe that the 

taking of such acid beverages is poor practice under 

climbing conditions. 
Some of the other breakfast drinks such as Start 

contain alkaline components as well as the organic 

acids. Under normal circumstances, the organic acid 

component is metabolized and the result is a neutral 

drink. But here is an experiment you can test for 

yourself. Put a heaping teaspoon of Start or Wylers 

in a glass of water and dissolve. Then stir in rapidly 

¼ teaspoon of baking soda (sodium bicarbonate). The 

fact that those drinks contain considerable acid will be 

quite apparent to you in the sudden evolution of carbon 

dioxide, kicked out of the sodium bicarbonate by the 

acid in the drink. 

Vomiting May Be Good For You 

We used to consider that vomiting was harmful 

because it caused a derangement of the body electro

lytes. This was a vague thought, without logical 

foundation. Charles Clark, M. D., started a new line 

of thinking during a long discussion following the 

Yosep-iite meeting. He pointed out that the body goes 

toward the acid side in starvation, at which time the 

body is using reserve fat for energy with the resulting 

formation of the organic acids. 

He further pointed out that the fO'rmation of organic 

acids from metabolism of fat could be avoided if 30% 

or more of the required energy came from carbohy

drate. He said that acidosis of starvation has further 

effects within the body. One of these is that the kidney 

produces less urine when the blood acid load becomes 

too high. Water is retained in the tissues. This 

results in scanty production of strongly-colored urine 

if fluid intake is not increased. 
A person does not feel thirsty because of water 

retention. But the lack of urine flow tends to keep the 

acid load in the body. This is detrimental in that it 

diminishes appetite, making it less likely that the 

person will be taking in the necessary 30% carbohy

drate and the four quarts of water. 
In other words, the person becomes locked into a 

condition where he needs to eat and drink but can't 

tolerate e ither. At this point, the body's effort to 

correct the acidosis results in vomiting, which gets 

rid of the strongly acid stomach contents. A better 

way is to neutralize the excess acid. 
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More About Eating 

At Yosemite, Jean Syrotuk said a person in light 

activity requires about 200 calories an hour. In 

moderate exercise, 600 calories. In mountain 

climbing with a heavy pack, 900 calories. 

Suppose you had a 600 calorie breakfast. It will 

last you 40 minutes. Suppose you stored about 900 

calories of liver and muscle glycogen from dinner and 

rest. This will last you 60 minutes. Then, two hours 

after start of climbing you will be drawing on body fat 

if you haven't been eating. 
Clark indicated that a minimum of 30% of the calories 

being used should come from carbohydrate to avoid the 

formation of organic acids from the metabolism of body 

fat. This means you have to eat 300 calories (three 

ounces) of carbohydrate every hour, starting soon 

after breakfast. If you are scrawny, better eat six to 

nine ounces an hour as you travel. 

The trail food I like best is Quaker 100% Natural 

Cereal with Raisins and Dates. Tasty, and probably 

a better food than lots of sugar and refined starch. 

Further Notes on AMS 

Use of Diamox to prevent AMS was the subject of 

strong debate at Yosemite. Some recommended its 

use, others objected. 
Nothing is settled about the method by which it works, 

either. At first it was thought to do its work as a 

diuretic. Because it is only a mild one, that thought 

fell from favor. Later it was thought to work as an 

inhibitor of the enzyme that promotes release of carbon 

dioxide through the lungs. This is supposed to avoid 

the respiratory alkalosis that was supposed to be the 

mountaineer's condition. 

But now tliat we know that the condition is acidosis, 

instead of alkalosis, we come full circle back to the 

diuretic aspect. The kidneys are stimulated to pass 

more water which carries with it the excess acid. 

Drinking more water is itself a diuretic. This ties 

in with Houston's observation that climbers who drink 

lots of water get along better. According to our 

present postulate, they don't get_- a chance to accumu

late acid. 
Singh of the Indian Army noted a decade ago that 

soldiers transported abruptly to high altitude had a 

high occurrence of AMS. He also noted in his report 

that the soldiers who passed a considerable quantity 

of urine did not get sick. 

Acid Control By Taking Rolaids 

Last summer on a four-day traverse of Mt. Rainier 

from west to east, we noted on the fourth day a distaste 

for summer sausage. There was an acid taste in the 

mouth after eating just a bit of it. We had brought 

Rolaid tabl~ts for the purpose of controlling body pH, 

but had not yet used any. We took·'a couple of the 

Rolaid tablets and within 20 =inut~s found the sausage 

quite palatable. This is only a fragment of information, 

but it str~'ngly suggests the relationship between 

excessive stomach (body) acidify 'and lack of appetite. 

Many of you will say that this i::d iardly new information. 
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On subsequent trips we tested the tolerance of 

climbers to regulated amounts of soda mint tablets and 

Rolaids. The taking of these tablets was done under 

acidity/alkalinity observation of the urine using pH 

sensitive test paper. Under these conditions, we found 

it was readily possible to control the pH and that none 

out of the 14 climbers had any adverse symptoms. 

NEED HELP FROM PRIVATE PARTIES! 
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Sunscreen for the Skin 
I 

For a year we have been t e sting P r!e Sun sunscree n 

lotion. It works like a charm if you i:i se it right, 

meaning apply it at least an hour in 4 dvance . 

The active ingredient , para amino! benzoic acid 

(PABA), has been known and used s ¥nc e the 1930's . 

It was well rated then but with the "fault" that it gave 

a light temporary stain to white cloth. It fell from favor 

because of this. Recently, it has b k en discovered that 

this presumed fault is actually a vi~tue; PABA also 

At this point, the theory of control of body pH needs stains skin. Thus, it stays on mu4h longer than the 

to be tested by a much larger number of climbers. We non-staining agents. 1 
ask all climbers to help with the project this summer. The stain is light amber, and is 1 not visible on skin. 

The testing is simple. Using the test paper for urine, It takes an hour for this staining-dyeing to occur in 

the climbers are to take Relaid tablets as needed to full. Hence the instruction to app;ly in advance. The 

control in the range 6.0 to 6.5. Some of us found that night before is OK, but re-apply ffter a bath or exten-

two tablets would bring the desired result and others sive swimming. 

required five or more tablets spread over several hours. PABA has a strong absorption iof ultraviolet rays in 

If you are planning a climb of Mt. Rainier this the band 290-320 nm. This is t1f.e sunburn region. It 

summer, please order the test paper now, as lets through part of the 330-360 (band , which is the 

follows: tanning region. You will tan eve n when using it. 

Item #26-070, pH Test Paper 
4.5-8.5, 15 Foot Roll, $2 Postpaid 

Rolaids can be obtained at any drugstore. We chose 

Rolaids because they contain sodium carbonate which 

combines with the excess chloride to form common 

salt, a normal component of food. They also contain 

an aluminum compound to act as a buffer. Baking soda 

can also be used. 1 / 4 Teaspoon equals one Rolaid 

tablet. Tums contain calcium carbonate, which we 
consider not as good. 

But for heaven's sake, don't take a lot of Relaid 

tablets without the control using the test paper. You 

won't be contributing to this project with anecdotal 

information such as "I took a lot of Relaid tablets 

and felt better". We want to know whether you were 

eating normal foods, whether you were taking citric 

acid type drinks, whether you were getting enough 

water to drink, how many Relaid tablets you took, the 

influence on urinary pH, and how you got along. 

The use of the pH paper is very simple. Tear off 

a small strip, wet it with urine, and note the resulting 

color compared with· a chart on the roll container. If 

the reading is to 6 . 5, OK. If 5. 0 to 5. 5, take two 

tablets. If 4.5 to 5.0, take three tablets. If higher 

than 6.5, don't take any. 
Please help this summer with the testing. It is 

exciting to think that we may be arriving at last at a 

solution to the problem of Acute Mountain Sickness on 

Mt. Rainier. 

Suggestions: 

1. Drink four quarts of fluid a day when climbing 

above 8000 feet. 
2. Eat at least 3 ounces of carbohydrate every 

hour while climbing. 
3. Take enough Rolaids or soda - mint tablets to 

keep urine at 5. 5to 6.5 pH. 

4. If you don't have test paper, and you have an 

acid taste in your mouth, take a few Rolaids 

anyway, just as you would at home. 

5. Report the results, good or bad. 

Caution: lips and nostrils (arid the inside of the 

mouth) are not protected by PABA. Cover those areas 

with a face mask, bandaids or tape or with clown white. 

I 
Mountain Physiology/- New Book 

Every climber above 6000 feet should read this book. 

143 Pages of the latest from i24 experts at a Mountain 

Medicine Symposium of the British Alpine Club, Feb. 

1975. There are chapters o1n hypothermia, rewarming, 

nutrition and food needs, pu~monary edema, mountain 

sickness , avoidance of cold/ injury, frostbite, physiol

ogy in winter climbing, hypoxia, cerebral edema fit

ness and fatigue, expeditiop health. Part of the ;rice 

of this book goes to the Alt1ine Club in support of their 

Symposia Program. After, you have read your copy, 

encourage your friends to 'read it. Save a few lives! 

#16-191 8oz $3. 95 plus 21 ¢ tax in Washington 
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The Park Service has just informed us that 
they plan to destroy the Carbon River Road, 
Mowich Road and West Side Road beyond 
Round Pass starting in June . 

ABCD = Specific area in contest 
in the lawsuit 

M = Muir Snowfield 
CM= Camp Muir 

G= 
N= 
I = 
C= 

Gibraltar Rock 
Nisqually Glacier 
Ingraham Glacier 
Cowlitz Glacier 

P= 
T= 
W= 

Paradise Glacier 
Little Tahoma, 11,138 ft 
Whitman Glacier 

PENBERTHY -vs- TOBIN, ET AL 
(National Park Service Lawsuit) 

In July 1975, Superintendent Tobin's regulations 

denied our Acute Mountain Sickness Study Team the 

right to camp in the area above Pebble Creek below 

Camp Muir (ABCD on the picture) solely because 

another party of three had reserved the entire area 
of 1200 acres for our night and, he felt, our additional 

presence would overcrowd the area. Our intended 

camp was at E, behind the rocks and out of sight of 

the trail, 8200 feet. 
We had to hold the same climb schedule for test 

purposes, comparing against previous trips. The 

doctors couldn't change schedule so we had to cancel 

the trip. 

- - - - - - - - - - - Cut Here - - - - - -

MT. RAINIER DEFENSE FUND 

Enclosed is $ _______ to help in the defense of 

the ri ght of the public to use M t. Rainier . (Donations 

of $10 or more will be acknowledged by a 5 x 8 inch 

infrared photo print of Mt. Rainier. ) Please make 

checks payable to MSR Rainier Defense Fund. 

It is utterly absurd that three people should be able 

to have exclusivity on 1200 acres. Since we have been 

arguing this with no satisfaction for three years, we 

turned to the courts, filing suit on 7 August 1975. 

The Park Service has now replied formally that a 

citizen is not permitted to question their regulations, 

and they ask the court to dismiss the suit on that basis. 

It is ironic that they should adopt such an arrogant 

attitude in our Bicentennial Year. 

Our attorney has now filed a brief citing plenty of 

cases where the Park Service has been challenged 

successfully. We are waiting now for a judge to 

decide whether we have standing to sue. 

This lawsuit is limited to the right to camp in the 
"hard country", defined as on glaciers and snow, and 

above 7000 feet. 

MSR - Rainier Defense Fund 

The following is a summary of the Mount Rainier 
Defense Fund 1975. 

Donations Received 
Expenditures 

Legal Fees 
Printing 
Mailings & Postage 
Miscellaneous photos, 

supplies, press 
conference, etc. 

Balance in account 

$2,083.00 
773.85 
733,39 
158. 76 

$3,535.00 

$3,749.00 

(- $214.00) 
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The Gate is Closing 
Supt. Tobin of Mt. Rainier National Park has just 

now informed us that he will definitely close the West 

Side Road at Round Pass, close the Mowich Road at 

the boundary, and close the Carbon River Road at the 

boundary. He is waiting only for approval of the final 

draft of the new Environmental Impact Statement by 

the Department of the Interior. 
WHY SHOULD IT BE A SIN TO DRIVE TO THE END 

OF THE WEST SIDE ROAD TO LOOK AT THE SPEC

TACULAR HANGING GLACIERS AND WATERFALLS 

THEREFROM? The road has been there for forty 
years and is in excellent condition. 

WHERE DO THE CLOSURES END? Tobin has also 

in official documents contemplated the closure of 

Sunrise Park Road and the Paradise Road to private 

vehicles at Longmire. 
The time to fight is now. 
We're willing to lead, but you've got to give financial 

help. The next move is to ask the court for an injunc

tion against these closures. 
Let all rangers you see know what you think of the 

road closure policy. With such a policy, they are no 

friends of yours. 

Send a stamped envelope for Bulletin H on the lawsuit. 

We distributed 11, 000 at the Nisqually Entrance and 

mailed 6000 more. 

SCHURMAN CABIN CONSTRUCTION 

The cabin at Camp Schurman is also being closed. 

All who worked on it should write us their name 

and address. 
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Safety Trail Construction 
on Disappointment Cleaver 

We proposed to Supt. Tobin the building of a 75 yard 
safety trail to reduce rockfall hazard at about 11,600 ft. 

He replied that a safety trail would be "inappropriate", 
due to ecological reasons. 

Maybe he will get hit by a suit for damages the 
next time a climber gets hit by a rolling rock at 
that place. 
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Climb By Your Heart 
Forty years ago, three of us lads went to Sunrise 

Park, 6000 feet, to figure out how to regulate climbing 

speed. We tried deep breathing, rapid breathing, deep 

and rapid breathing with no satisfaction. Then we 

counted pulse rate and found the key. 
At that time my resting pulse rate was 55 and maxi

mum about 220. I found I could hold a heart rate of 

140 for extended periods, such as an hour. Climbing 

speed was adjusted consciously with steepness, weight 

of pack and altitude to hold that rate. With practice, 
the adjustment !).as become almost automatic. 

For example, the heavier the pack, the more I 

slow the pace. I slow the pace even more at each 

little steep spot. I take two or three breaths for 

every step at 14, 400 feet. I let the racers go ahead. 

Some of them get mountain sick; I never have. 

Al Pribble, cardiologist, says that heart, lung and 

blood vessel (cardio-vascular) training can be 

accomplished by exercise which will stimulate heart 

rate to 70% of maximum, for 3 minutes 5 times a 

week. Less than this doesn't do much good. 
Remember, the above is for training and for three 

minutes. 
He says it is possible to increase C- V capability by 

15% from average by this method. If out of shape, it 

is better to build up by walking at a pace which brings 

out a sweat in 20 minutes daily for a week or two 

before trying the 70% - 3 minute exercise. A pack helps. 

For actual climbing, Dr. Pribble says SO% of maxi

mum heart rate is more likely that which you can 

maintain. 
A good place to check the pulse is the artery just in 

front of the ear, laying the forefinger against it. 

Practice counting seconds, repeating on·e-thou, sand 

one, one-thou, sand tw'o •••• controlling with a watch. 

Then while climbing, you can time your speaking 

rate to a pulse on each accent. If the speaking rate 

corresponds to seconds for each number, your pulse 

is 120 per minute. 
How do you learn your maximum rate? Have your 

doctor take your electrocardiogram while on a tread

. mill. If you have never had this test, it is time you . 

did before you go high in the cold thin air. · 

Repeat every five years after age 45. Aging brings 

changes. My maximum rate has now dropped to 178 

and my continuing-effort rate is 125. I make a further 

adjustment by trying to get the young lads 
of the party to carry all the heavy stuff! 
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Flashlight Batteries 
I 

Lithium Flastllight Batteries are not only better but 
CHEAPER t~an Alkaline Batteries 

, 
How's that? Lithium D cells cost $7. 75; Alkaline 

cells cost $1. 50 per pair. How can Lithium be 
cheaper? . 

I 
Let us co;npare at the same light output, O. 3 

candlepowe j . This is the output of two Alkaline D 
cells on a #14 bulb during most of their life. The 
total life is about 12 hours. 

One Lithium D cell gives O. 3 candlepower when 
used with a, 35-02 or 1433 bulb for 50 hours. 

On dire c't arithmetic, if two Alkaline cells cost 
$ 1. 86, th~ cost per light-hour would be equal. But 
very few qackpackers will carry partly-used alkaline 
cells. on a / trip just to use up the remaining life; 
alkaline c;1ells are too heavy. If you discard alkaline 
cells bef9re exhausted, Lithium batteries then 
become cheaper. 

I 
A Lithiu!11 Cell is a Joy because of its Light Weight 

On a pne-night trip, you would carry two D Alkaline 
cells, t1btal 9 ounces, or one D Lithium cell, 2.75 oz. 
The saving is a clear six ounces. On a longer trip 
where &"OU would carry four Alkaline, the weight saving 
is 15 ~'unces. You still carry only one Lithium. 

I 
Lithiu'm Cells Don't Fade 

ThE;' voltage of a Lithium cell stays constant for 90% 
of its /life. It fades over the last two hours, giving you 
warn\ng. 

Alkaline cells are bright at first, but start fading 
immediately to half brightness. 

1.2 
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Brightness Choice with Lithium 
Half-brightness (0.3 candlepower) is OK for 

following a good trail or at camp. But most back
packers prefer O. 6 cp, which we call standard. One 
L ithium D cell with #14 or PR-4 bulbs giv es standard 
brightness. If your flashlight uses screw type bulbs, 
you have these choices : 

Screw Life of One 
Base D Lithium Candle Avg. Life 
Bulb# Cell, 70 °F Power of Lamp 

14 26 Hours . 6 cp 4 Hours 
245 14 Hours 1. 1 cp 4 Hours 
35-02 45 Hours . 3 cp 100 Hours 
352 80 Hours . 1 cp 80 Hours 

If your flashlight uses PR type bulbs (prefocus with 
flange, no screw threads), you have these choices: 

Life of One 
D Lithium Candle Avg. Life 

Bulb# Cell, 70°F Power of Bulb 
PR-2 18 Hours 1. 2 cp 5 Hours 
PR-6 26 Hours . 45 cp 26 Hours 
PR-9 60 Hours . 25 cp 45 Hours 
PR-395 160 Hours . 1 cp 200 Hours 
PR-4 26 Hours .60 cp 3 Hours 

Voltage of Lithium Cells is Double 
The working voltage of each Lithium cell is 2. 7 

volts, double the average working voltage of an alka
line cell, 1.35 volts. One Lithium cell takes the place 
of two Alkaline cells. 

Hence, in an ordinary two cell flashlight, you would 
use one Lithium cell plus one dummy cell if you are 
using standard bulbs PR-2 or PR-4. 

ONE D LITHIUM '4t- 2-45 BULi, 

" ~_,.,,-c-------'--....:..c----------~ONE C LLTHIUM '#= 14 B\J\..B 
, ... ........__ " ..............:,----~---
~ ' ------ ..... --' , ---- TWO D ALKALINE~ 'wo_•rr'\rO nr-ruKrr~---~,-IJi.P-C ~~g:BlliB ~------

' ' -~ J..lLL.fiO.C.Y.n-=_ CEil ........ --- -.2~----~----------~------=::::,,,.._----~--------
5 10 HOUR 

• 
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Therefore, you have the option to use two Lithium 
cells, which will give a total of 5.4 v olts. Then you 
use bulbs normally inte nded for four-cell flashlights. 
This gives a really strong light: 

Life of two Candle Avg. Life 
Base D Lithium Power of Bulb 
PR-12 flange 8 Hours 2.2 cp 60 Hours 
PR-13 flange 6 Hours 3 . 1 cp 3 Hours 
PR-15 flange 6. 5 Hours 2 . 5 cp 11 Hours 
27 screw 24 Hours 1.9 cp 9 Hours 

Why Choose Bulbs with Only Four Hours Life? 

The hotter a filament is operated, the more efficient 
it is in producing light for the power consumed. There 
is a trade-off: the hotter the filament, the shorter the 
life of the bulb. 

When battery efficiency is important, as it is for 
backpackers, hotter filaments are the proper choice. 
You would choose a bulb with 4 hour life instead of 
one with say 1000 hours life even though both might 
give the same candlepower. 

Unfortunately, we don't have a full set of choices in 
bulbs. The tables show the best we can find now. 

How Much Light Do You Need? 

Another way to conserve battery life is to use bulbs 
that give no more light than you need. 

A flashlight giving 0.6 candlepower is a good stan
dard for general travel. 

A leader searching for a way through difficult 
country would be glad to have 2 candlepower. Around 
camp, 0. 3 cp is enough. In a tent or snow cave, you 
can get by with O. 1 cp. 

Lithium Batteries give off a minute amount of 
sulfur dioxide gas, about one milligram per day. 
This gas can form a poorly-conducting thin film 
on metal in time, over many months, which causes 
the light to flicker with motion, or maybe not light 
at all. 

The long-term remedy is to perforate one¼" 
hole in the battery case at each end to allow the 
gas to escape. The short term remedy is to clean 
all contact, preferably using a pencil eraser that 
is in good condition. Fine mineral dirt is also 
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Shelf Life of Lithium Cells Much Better 

Shelf life of flashlight batteries depends on the 
temperature of storage . At room temperature, 
carbon-zinc cells. lose 25% in 1-2 years; alkaline 2-3 
years; lithium 6-10 years. 

Carbon-zinc and alkaline cells should be kept in a 
refrigerator when not in use. But you have no control 
over age before purchase since they stopped dating 
cells. Nor do you have control over prior storage. 
Neither of these factors is important with Lithium 
cells. 

Low Temperature Performance 

Ordinary carbon-zinc batteries, such as Wonder 
and Eveready 6 volt #509, are poor at low tempera
ture. They drop to only 5% capacity at +20 °F. You 
can overcome this problem by carrying the battery 
inside your coat or next to a hand warmer in a pocket . 

Alkaline cells are fair at +32 °F. They drop to 15% 
capacity at +20 °F. Keep them inside also. 

Lithium cells are excellent at low temperature. The 
liquid in them is not water, but an organic liquid that 
freezes only at minus 65 °F . They retain 96% of 
normal capacity at +20 ° F. 

At -20 °F, Lithium cells are still at 85% capacity, 
whereas the other cells have stopped working. 

Safe Disposal of Lithium Batteries 

Lithium batteries contain sulfur dioxide under 
pressure . They don't explode if thrown into a fire, 
but we don't recommend this. Safe disposal is by 
burying them. The end button will corrode through 
and release the gas slowly. 

Do not attempt to recharge lithium batteries. The 
lithium metal on recharging is deposited in finely
divided form, and is a hazard if the battery is 
subsequently crushed. 

Do not use lithium batteries in parallel unless diodes 
are included in the circuit to prevent a fresher cell 
from recharging a partially-used cell. 

effective, rubbed on with the finger and cleaned 
away. A knife takes off more than necessary, but 
use it if you have to . 

Lithium batteries are excellent for CB radios and 
other electronic equipment. However, use a separate 
battery case connected to the radio by a cord and 
polarized plug to avoid any chance of getting so2 
inside. 

ONE O [ITHIUM ff T4 BULB 

~ULB ----- CUTOFF UNE 

20 25 

' , I I 
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MSR Headlamp 

with Lithium Battery Pack 
I 

Our best recommendation is this set, consisting of 
a Wonder Headlamp modified by us for better focusing 
and a smoother beam together with a cord switch and 
a D cell battery case. The case has room for six 
spare bulbs. Some of these should be low-power. 

The weight complete is only 6.6 oz. It will give 
0.6 candlepower light for 24 hours or 0.3 cp for 50 
hours. It uses screw base bulbs. This system has 
been in use by marry hundreds for a year now. The 
light has been excellent, as expected. 

Only a few have had troubles. Three users report 
inaccurate piercing of the wire by the contact point in 
the switch, fixed by re-piercing. One user reported 
dirt in the switch. This was fixed by washing the 
switch in Coleman (or Blazo) fuel while rotating it. 

Several users reported some oxidation of contacts 
in the battery case after months of non-use. The 
remedy is to rub the contacts and the battery ends with 
a pencil eras er. Or rub the cell in and out of the clip 
a few times. 

This oxidation may be coming from trace leakage 
of sulfur dioxide, When storing the battery case, 
leave the lid off. 

Eveready Headlamp and 6 Volt Battery 

This headlamp is fixed focus for a concentrated 
beam. This is good for route finding and not so good 
for watching the footing. A trade-off. 

The problem is the battery. It is carbon-zinc, 
same as Wonder, and has the same rapid-fade char
acteristic. And it weighs a lot, 1 lb, 6 oz, for its 
relatively short life. See graph. 

The remedy is to use the headlamp with an MSR 
battery pack for one D Lithium cell, changing to PR-2 
bulbs, or PR-4. 

Or, you can get a more powerful light using the MSR 
battery pack for two D lithium cells, retaining the 
original PR-13. 3. 3 candle power, 3 hour bulb life, 
13 hours battery life. 
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All you need to convert to Lithium is to put in two 
D Lithium cells with two dummies. Same #27 bulb. · 
1. 9 candlepower. 9 hour bulb life. 26 hour battery 
life. 

If you want less weight, use the MSR battery pack 
for one Lithium cell and the No. 245 bulb, 1. 1 candle
power. Or No. 14 bulb, O. 6 c. p. 

"Wonder" Batteries and Flashlights 

The "Wonder" batteries use the old carbon-zinc 
system, and in modern terms aren't very good for 
backpackers. The voltage fades too fast and they 
weigh too much for their short life. They aren't 
cheap either. 

The "Wonder" battery has the audacity to call itself 
"Ultrapower" and to congratulate you on having pur
chased it. You need not feel congratulated; it is not 
revolutionary. Leclanche invented it over 100 years 
ago. It has been surpassed long ago by Alkaline cells. 

The Wonder head and hand light sets have a metal 
case that can accept an adapter for C cells. Use two 
C Alkaline cells and a No. 14 bulb for more consistent 
light and economy, or No. 233 for longer cell life. 

Or use one C Lithium cell and a dummy for a really 
steady light. No. 14 bulb. 

Or use two C Lithium cells and a No. 27 bulb for 
1. 2 candlepower. But see next paragraph. 

In our opinion, the best and most economic way to 
power the Wonder head lamp is to cut off the plug and 
attach the wires to a D Lithium cell in an MSR battery 
pack. Then use No. 14 (0. 6 cp) or 245 (1. 3 cp) bulbs. 
The old Wonder battery case with its reflector can be 
used in the home. 

Wonder Corporation doesn't like a trend away from 
their batteries. They wrote us a threatening letter 
that they would hold us responsible if anything went 
wrong with their flashlights if used with any batteries 
other than theirs. We wrote back that we didn't think 
much of their batteries. They objected. We sent them 
graphs. No reply. 

Wonder is aware of the C cell adapter that cuts them 
out of the replacement battery market. So they re
designed their plastic battery case thinner so it won't 
accept C alkaline cells. But it wil.l accept one C lithium 
c ell in a special adapter, 
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Safety of Lithium Batteries 

A few persons have written to inquire about the 
safety of Lithium batteries inasmuch as they contain 
sulfur dioxide gas under pressure. Before we ever 
started to sell them, we made a series of tests to see 
what, if anything, could go wrong. 

We threw some Lithium cells into a fire. The 
plastic end seal softened and leaked. The sulfur 
dioxide gas came out with a hiss. The sulfur dioxide 
mixed with smoke from the fire, and rose away from 
us. There is no problem. 

The Lithium batteries that we sell have a further 
protective feature in a tiny aluminum rupture disc 
that will release the sulfur dioxide if there is for 
some unknown reason an overpressure. 

Next we short-circuited fresh cells with a metal 
strip to see what would happen. One cell simply got 
warm and nothing happened. Another cell vented the 
sulfur dioxide with a hiss. To avoid short-circuit, 
we recommend that spare cells be kept with the tape 
on the terminal until ready for use. 

We then took additional fresh cells and dropped 
rocks on them. The seal was broken and the sulfur 
dioxide came out. In no case was there an explosion. 

In addition to these laboratory tests, we have been 
using these cells for two years and have found no 
hazards in the field. In the past year we have sold 
many hundreds and no one else has found any hazard. 

MSR Headlamp Switch 
Dirt can get into the contacts and cause poor contact. 

Dip the switch into stove fuel and rotate the switch . 
several times. Drain out the fuel and blow out the 
remainder. 

Five-Vear 7 7 Flashlight 
We tested one of these lights because it claimed "on" 

life of 10-20 hours and a storage life of 5 years. It had 
no more than three hours life over two years. You are 
definitely better off with alkaline cells. 

A peculiarity of this flashlight is that the light does 
not go full on instantly. It takes up to 20 seconds. 

The ad said guaranteed, but now we don't know where 
we got it. There is no name or address on the flash
light; so much for the guarantee. 

New on Antibiotics 

Rick Billingham, one of the doctors on our AMS 
study, furnishes new information on antibiotics for 
first aid kits: 

You should definitely carry a broad spectrum anti
biotic, or several. Penicillin is still a good general 
antibiotic. 

If you are allergic to penicillin, paint this info on 
your first aid kit, and also enclose a notice. Rescuers 
will use your kit first and be warned. 

Tetracycline is no longer one of the best. Allergy 
to it is becoming more common. Persons with any 
history of urinary tract problems such as kidney stones 
should avoid it, especially if outdated and there is 
dehydration. But use it when needed if it is all you 
have. 
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Flap Over PVC Bottles -vs
Vinyl Chloride & Public Health 

Several persons have written to exp·ress concern 
over the use of PVC bottles. Their questions are based 
on the health problems in vinyl chloride factories where 
the workers are exposed to the vapor for their full 
working time. 

You must define the dose rate before you decide 
whether a substance is helpful or toxic. As an example, 
you can t ake in 10 or 20 grams of salt per day without 
a problem, but 1000 grams per day will kill you. 

Salt is a chloride even as vinyl chloride is a chloride. 
The problem is not with the fact that both are chlorides, 
but is entirely related to the dose which you get. The 
kidney is well able to handle and excrete small excesses 
of both these chemicals. 

A reader sent us an article from the Sierra Club 
Bulletin, November 1975, referring to Toxic Substances. 
The writers of the article, Nancy Buder and Linda 
Billings, appear not to be trained in any branch of 
technology. They have made significant errors. 

Example: "One common substance known to be a 
carcinogen is polyvinylchloride or PVC. 11 This state
ment is not correct. The problem is not with poly
vinylchloride, which is a solid, but with vinyl chloride 
which is a gas. 

Example: "Water stored in plastic bottles for three 
months showed . 03 ppm vinyl chloride. 11 They then 
leave the reader worried. 

Unless you are a chemist, it is not easy to under
stand how incredibly small • 03 parts per million is. 
This concentration is exceedingly difficult to even 
detect, let alone have any physiological effect. 

Further, you would not store water for three months 
in a new bottle and then drink the water. You might 
store it for one day and in that case the concentration 
would be far less, say. 001 parts per million, 

If you have any concern at all about vinyl chloride 
from a PVC bottle, store water in the bottle between 
trips, and then renew just before starting. There 
won't be any vinyl chloride in what you drink. 

This is still the best bottle for avoiding taste carry
over. 

Erythromycin is better in that there is little adverse 
reaction to it. 

Keflex is even broader spectrum, and gets a few 
more different kinds of bacteria. For example, he 
say~ if you get a puncture wound in the gut, Keflex 
will do more for you than Erythromycin. 

Suppose you are 12 hours or more from medical 
facilities and one of your party starts to develop 
pressure pain in a molar tooth. Keflex, penicillin 
or erythromycin could quiet the situation until you 
get back. Are ·you prepared? 

Antibiotics have a shelf life. Ask the pharmacist 
to mark it on the bottle. 

Antibiotics are not recommended for dia_;: rhea -
unless a lab has identified the particular cause. 

Keflex would be useful in stabilizing an appendicitis 
attack until getting to a hospital. 

These comments are for field use. If in town, see 
your doctor. 
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Advanced Clothing Design for 
Easier Temperature Control 

The Layer System of regulating the amount of 

clothing insulation is often taught. But this involves 

stopping and taking off your pack; or not being able to 

stop to adjust due to party pace, dangerous terrain, 

e tc. There is a better way. 
The MSR Insulated Parka uses the Vent-Opening 

System for regulating the amount of insulation. There 

are zippers under the arms along the side seam and 

the sleeves. These zippers are opened or closed 

according to the need for conserving body heat. 

The big advantage of the Vent-Opening System is the 

ease of making changes while travelling. When you 

warm up five minutes out of camp, you simply open a 

few zips. If you are still too warm, you extend the 

forearms through the sleeve openings for even more 

cooling. 
When you stop, even for a few minutes, covering up 

is quick and easy. 

The MSR Insulated Pants have side zippers with 

double slides. They can be opened up from the bottom 

for putting them on over crampons. The upper slide 

can be moved down for cross ventilation ala the Vent

Opening System. 
The Vent-Opening System is combined with the Area 

Covered System, VOAC for short. The AC part m ·eans 

that it is more efficient, for a given weight of clothing, 

to divide that weight into a garment for every part of 

the body, rather than concentrate the weight in say a 

heavy coat only. Six ounces weight in a hood will do 

more for warmth than a six ounce increase in weight 

in the parka. 
Similarly, six ounces of boot bag will help markedly 

to prevent frostbite of the toes and to keep away cold

pain in the meantime. 
When the wind blows, you want to push the closure . 

of Vent Openings to the limit by putting on your rain 

suit. This takes away a large fraction of Wind Chill. 

Wind Chill is important. For every mile per hour of 

wind velocity, the effective temperature for lightly-clad 

persons is about 1 °Flower than the thermometer says. 

Thus, with a thermometer reading of 25 °F and a wind 

of 30 mph, the effective temperature is -5 °F. The 

rain suit largely nullifies wind chill. 

The VOAC System simplifies the number and reduces 

the weight of garments which cover a wide range of body 

insulation. Here is an effective set of extra clothing for 

a wide range of bad mountain weather conditions. 

Extra Large Medium 

Insulated Parka ':' 3 lbs, 2 oz 2 lbs, 4 oz 

Hood ':' 6 oz 5 oz 

Insulate d Ove rpants ,:":' 1 lb, 8 oz 1 lb, 2 oz 

Rain Suit 1 lb, 3 oz 1 lb. 
Boot Bag s 7 oz 6 oz 
Synthetic Pil e Mitts 5 oz 5 oz 
Thin Nylon Glove s oz oz 

7 lbs. 5 lbs, 7 oz 

p 4 " Loft Polarguard. ,,,,,, 2 " Loft Polarguard.) 

We emphasize polyester insulation (Polarguard, 

Dacron) over down because down collapses when it 

gets wet. Around the Northwest, wet is more the rule 

than the exception. 
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It i s not allowed by n e w F e deral regulations to 

specify use - t empe ratur e rating s for clo thing and 

sl eeping bag s. But I can say that I was toasty warm 

in the abov e outfit at 12 ° F plus a measured 55 mph 

wind (Wind Chill -43 °F) while hiking across a snow

field at 8000 feet carrying a 3 5 pound pack, wearing 

crampons . 

Danger on Mexican Volcanoes 

One S eattl e climbe r almost died on one of the 

M exican v olcanoe s (17, 888 ft) following a hurried 

climb last Christmas holiday. 

If you don't take some time to acclimatiz e , y <;m are 

inv iting failur e to make the summit and disaste r as 

well. 
A minimum time schedule would be: two nights at 

Mexico City 7000 ft; next day by car to 10,000 ft with 

some exercise and overnight; next day by car to 12,700 

with some exercise and overnight. Next day to camp 

at 16, 000 ft. You have lots of time, so you can take 

it easy. Next day to the top and back down. More fun, 

less danger, better chance of success. Be sure you 

have plenty of water. 

Hand and Pocket Warmers 
Several years ago, we tested cha!'.coal stick hand 

warmers. The first lot of sticks worked better than 

later . ones, which tended to go out. 
Then we tried K-Mart, Jon-E, and another brand 

using liquid fuel. They were more trouble to light. 

The K-Mart model really put out the heat once it got 

going. But they all leaked unburned fuel vapor, which 

is offensive. 
Optimus has come out with a liquid _fuel model which 

uses stainless steel screen as a car ,rie,.i; base for the 

catalyst. It is much easier to light than the asbestos 

fiber types. This screen makes a tighter fit on the 

housing and hence there is much less vapor odor. 

Optimus also makes a model with ,an adjustable burn 

rate. This may not be useful, because under most 

conditions the full rate is not too much. 

The burn rate of the Optimus is around . 10 ounce 

weight of fuel per hour. The burning._ time is around 

seven hours. 
Two tips: Don't overfill. The correct amount for 

Optimus is ¼ oz fluid measure. Any more will prevent 

lighting. Carry the fuel in a one ounce polyethylene 

squirt bottle and use half each time. (Some caps, shiny 

white type, break when in contact with fuel. Check in 

advance. Dull white is OK.) 

Body Warmers 
Kenco has introduced a Body Warmer which fills a 

real need. It puts out a very useful amount of heat in 

·a sleeping bag, and can make the night more comfort

able. Also good for warming and drying boots. 

The Kenco Warmer uses a special charcoal briquet 

(little odor) which weighs only ¼ oz. It is coated with 

a burnable paint for lighting in 10 seconds. Ingenious 

and convenient. The burning time is 3 to 4 hours if 

the zipper of the cover is left open to admit more air, 

longer if the zipper is closed. 

These body warmers are ideal for helping hypothermia 

and shock victims in a sleeping bag. Each member of 

the party should have one for emergency use. 
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From the Mail Bag 

Igloo Tools Need Set 
One lot of MSR igloo tools got out without having 

the teeth set. Setting is the process by which 

alternate teeth are bent to one side or the other. 

This helps the igloo tool to cut hard snow, even 

though not needed for soft snow. 

If you have a vise, you can put your own tool in 

the vise with just the teeth showing. Then a crescent 

wrench can be put over the tooth and used to bend the 

tooth slightly, with alternating teeth going right and 

left. 
While we are mentioning this, it should be noted 

that the SMC aluminum snow saw never has had set. 

This is one of the reasons why the MSR snow saw is 

superior. 

Sunlight and Ozone -vs- Nylon Rope 
Long term studies are being conducted in several 

countries to determine aging on the strength of nylon 

climbing rope. It will be some time before the infor

mation is in, but in the meantime you can guard 

against some known hazards. Sunlight and ozone can 

weaken nylon rope in time, and therefore should be 

avoided. Sunlight is avoided simply by covering the 

rope at high altitudes. Ozone is present in higher 

concentrations at high altitudes, and the safeguard is 

to store the ropes in a polyethylene bag. 

The exposures required for this weakening effect 

are in terms of months and years, If you expose your 

rope to sunlight and ozone only while you are climbing, 

there really isn't any problem. 

In addition, some dyes absorb ultraviolet light, the 

component of sunlight concerned here. Orange dye 

used by MSR is an excellent absorber of ultraviolet, 

and is the reason for that choice of color. Many red 

dyes also absorb ultraviolet, but blue and purple dyes 

in general do not. It is not possible for us to make a 

general declaration about all blue and purple dyes, 

but you should query the manufac"turer. If you do not 

get an answer or a satisfactory one, it would be better 

to stick with yellow, orange, red or black ropes, 

MSR Snow Shovel 
When we started winter camping some years ago, 

there was no good snow shovel for mountaineering. 

The French imports had weak spot welds and bent too 

easily. Th ~y were also too small for moving soft snow 

efficiently. Grain scoops were too big and they broke, 

We cut them down; they still broke. 

So we designed and made our own. It attaches to the 

shaft of an ice axe, thus saving the weight of a handle. 

It is strong, made of 6061 aircraft aluminum. Hundreds 

are in use and not one has bent. It is 11" square and 

holds the right amount of snow. The rear bottom edge 

is rounded to be used as a sled for pulling chunks out 

of a cave. The faces are flat, permitting the shovel 

without handle to be used for cutting blocks. 

In addition, there are holes near the spike for 

attaching a climbing rope to permit use as an anchor. 

Weight is only 18 ounces. A truly reliable tool. 
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Women's Sizes in Clothing 
We are currently working on a line of mountain

eering clothing in women's sizes. The first item to 

be put into production is a women's size of insulated 

overpants. Insulated overpants are a most important 

way for cutting down heat loss and preventing frost

bite. There aren't as many women climbers who go 

into the more harsh environments, but those who do 

need the protection also, 

The chief of our Sewing Section, Vicki Howard, is 

also working on improvements in women's clothing to 

make it easier for them when visiting outdoor powder 

rooms. If any of you gals have constructive ideas for 

such clothing, please let Vicki know. 

In Praise of Insulated Overpants 
After a good insulated parka with hood, insulated 

overpants are your best friend for keeping warm when 

you are out in bad weather. Blood circulation is the 

chief means of keeping the toes warm. 

But if you let heat go out of the blood travelling down 

the legs by failing to insulate, you are headed for 

trouble, The colder blood arriving at the toes stimu

lates the capillaries to constrict, thus decreasing the 

flow rate and making the situation worse. Fro-stbite. 

Hypothermia. 

Oil the Stove Pump 
Apply a few drops of oil before every trip to keep 

the leather cup flexible. Apply the oil in the little hole 

next to the pump shaft and on the pump shaft direct 

while pumping. 
Nobody remembers to do this. So we get a few 

letters saying "Can't get pressure". Don't try to 

remove the leather cup. Just spread it if necessary 

and apply oil. 

Helmet now being sold by REI 
made by Premier Seat and Accessories 

This helmet has a sturdy polycarbonate shell with a 

styrene foam liner extending all across the dome. The 

chin-nape strap is also sturdy. 

The foam is much softer than that commonly used in 

helmets for side blows. It is . 9" thick most places, 

but curiously is only • 38" thick for 1 ° high at the back 

of the head where you would need more if you fell back

ward, 
In the Z-89 test (8 lb ball dropping 60 " ) the trans -

mitted force was 1560 lbs, compared to the maximum 

allowed by Z-89 of 1000 lbs. 
The label states that it meets Motor Vehicle Standard 

No. 218. In view of the unusual softness of the foam , 

we have sent a sample to a laboratory for testing. REI 

has not made tests of its own. 
REI carries only one size, medium. 

There is no ventilation. The soft foam used for sizing 

would make this a hot helmet indeed. 

The weight is 1 lb, 11 oz for medium, which puts it 

in the heavier class. 

Recall of Ultimate Helmets 
Recreational Equipment, Inc., has posted a notice in 

the store that the Ultimate Helme ts sold in 197 5 should 

be returned for inspection. The shell of some cracks 

out on imP.act. 
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MSR Ice Screw 

The MSR Ice Slfrew is proving in the field to be the 
best and strongest of any in the world. Made of chrome 
moly steel and heat treated to 210,000 pounds per square 
inch, it holds 4500 pounds in firm glacier ice. This is 
double the holding power of the average of Salewa screws. 
(We say average for Salewa, because there is quite a 
spread, from 170 0 to 3000 pounds.) 

Easy-Cutting Teeth. The cutting teeth have a hook 
form for easy cutting. Chip grooves guide the ice chips 
into the bore without clogging the teeth . The force 
required to turn the screw is so low that a D carabiner 
is enough of a handle for turning in ice above l0 °F. An 
extension handle is needed below 10 °, because ice loses 
pressure-self-lubricating characteristics the nearer 
the temperature is to minus 5 °F. At temperatures 
below zero, a light spray or swabbing with a lubricant 
(such as WD-40) helps. 

Easy Core Removal. The bore is tapered, larger at 
the outlet end for easy removal of the core. 

Excellent Retention. The thread form is chosen for 
high holding power, even at 20 ° of straight out. You 
will be amazed that it holds so well. 

Reflective Plating. Bright plated (and baked) for 
reflection of heat from the sun and for rust resistance. 
The bore is coated with clear epoxy to aid core removal. 

Handle. In ice colder than 20 °F, this handle is a 
useful aid to speedy placement. It also has a screw
driver -like end for reaming the short ice plug at the 
teeth, and a longer end for pushing the core out. 

Pounding NOT Needed. It is not necessary to pound 
this screw in. Rotate the screw back and forth three 
times as a ratchet. Then turn forward three turns. 
Then put a carabiner in the hanger, a finger in the outer 
end of the carabiner, and spin the screw in. If you 
insist on pounding the screw in, buy a pounding head 
for each screw. 

You have been reading 12 pages of Newsletter, 
which represents much work, thought and expense. 
If you think it is worthwhile to you, please use the 
coupon below. 

~--····················••--= ■ NEWSLETTER AND RESEARCH DONATIONS -. 

■ ■ I The Newsletter part costs $1 to prepare, print and ■ 
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Ice Wall Climbing 
The experts with two alpine hammers (or Sumner 

ice axes), stiff boots and rigid crampons can climb 
vertical ice walls using great strength, thereby exciting 
applause from the spectators. Now you too can climb 
vertical ice, but with ridiculous ease using MSR 
Stiletto ice axes or MSR Ice Hawks. You don't even 
use crampons. 

One of these new tools is held in each hand. A 
stirrup goes from each to the corresponding foot. 
Each tool is hooked in turn above you, and you climb 
just like on Jumars. This is a previously known 
technique; our contribution is to improve the tools. 

The points of these tools are very sharp. You touch 
them against the wall and slowly apply load. The point 
pressure-melts in. You take a step every five seconds, 
not faster. 

These tools are not slammed in. If you wish, you 
can hammer them in, but this is needed only when you 
need an anchor or the ice is very cold. 

I mail. Making a change in address costs 50¢. Please ■ 
I donate accordingly to keep your name on the mailing ■ 

I list. We also need donations for broader projects, such ■ 
I as establishing USA standards for helmets, ropes, ice ■ 

■ axes, carabiners, and for general te sting. Please ■ The Stiletto is used for water ice. Its pick is too 
■ help if you can. If you send $10 or more, you earn the ■ narrow to hold in upper levels of glacier snow-ice. 
■ designation Member and we send you an MSR shoulder ■ The Ice Hawk is used on both water ice and crevasse 

■ patch. I walls. Wherever the ice is hard, only the point goes 
■ Amount$ ■ in. Where the ice is only hard snow, the blade takes 
■ Name _________________________ ■ over in the same manner as a fluke . (Carry a 5 x 10 
■ ■ fluke in case the upper layer is soft.) 
■ Address _______________________ I I These tools will work even on overhangs of 10 ° but 
■ _______________________ not more. See page 41 for ordering information. 

!'.-. ■• ■ ■ ■ ■ ••• ■ ■ ■• ■ •••••• ■---J! 



Using Stilettos with Stirrups for Ice Wall Climbing 

Multi-Fuel Stoves 
Two Multi-Fuel Stoves have been returned to us with 

a fall-off of burning rate. We diagnosed that the fuel 
tube was getting too hot where it crosses the burner. 
The result is that the fuel "cracks" and deposits 
carbon. 

If the fuel tube across the burner runs even a dull 
red as seen in the dark, it is too hot. The remedy is 
to wrap a piece of sheet metal 7/8" x 7/8" around the 
fuel tube to shield part of it from the flame. A piece 
of tin can will do. Or send a self-addressed envelope 
for a piece of thin stainless steel. You can close it 
around the tube with pliers. 

,. 
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Our Advanced Concepts Department is always busy. 
This is a sketch of their latest non-removable ice 
screw. Congratulations! 
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START OF CATALOG SECTION 

MSR Retail Store Moving Uptown 
Several years ago we found MSR growing much 

faster (and costing us much more) than the original 
plan. We published that we either had to drop it or 
deal with it. We decided to deal with it, and built a 
manufacturing and sales building. 

Growth has continued at an even escalating rate 
(71% 1975 over 1974) and we have to have more space. 
Rather than build more in the South Park location, we 
bought the building at 11th & East Pike, across 11th 
Avenue from REI. Moving date 2 February 1976. 

PRICES EFFECTIVE 20 MARCH 1976 

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
WITHOUT NOTICE. 
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MSR STOVE MODEL 9A 

The MSR Stove is in two parts: the pump, which 
screws into the aluminum fuel bottle; and the burner, 
which plugs into the pump. The pump is moved from 
bottle to bottle as each one becomes empty. The fuel 
bottle is the standard one made by Sigg, having a 
plastic cap. (Do not use with bottles which are not 
essentially fl.at on the bottom.) The connecting tube 
is polished stainless steel, and is not fragile. 

The fuel bottle always stays cool because it is isolated 
from the burner by the heat-conserver windscreen, The 
valve is on the pump, away from the heat. Stability is 
excellent due to the low pan height and outrigger effect 
of the bottle. 

EXCELLENT HEAT OUTPUT 
The maximum fuel burning rate is 9 oz /hr, which is 

double the rate of most stoves. (For simmering, place 
a tin can lid on the burner to spread the heat. ) Speed 
in melting and bringing to boil actually improves fuel 
efficiency. Using a three-quart pan we measure 59% 
efficiency for MSR. 

The reflector ring and cylindrical windscreen are 
part of the stove and contribute mightily to efficiency. 
They fold and occupy little space. Weight 3, 2 ounces. 

RELIABILITY 
Experienced mountaineers insist on stoves with pumps 

for reliability. The MSR stove has a pump, and per
forms excellently no matter what the temperature of 
the fuel tank, even ice cold. 

Our innovation for reliability is the fine screen inside 
the tip that eliminates clogging. The technical explana
tion involves thermal cracking of the gums and higher
fraction components of gascline. Patents 3,829,278 
and 3,900,281. 

SPEED OF LIGHTING 
The MSR stove lights for cooking in 25 seconds and 

reaches full heat output in 60 seconds. Built-in spark 
lighter is very handy. (Works only when stove is cold.) 

PACKAGING 
The MSR stove packs in minimum space very well. 

Don't worry about the fuel tube; it is made of stainless 
steel and is strong. The fuel bottle is carried along 
side it in the plastic sack. 

The tube is not disconnectable because it would then 
be a loose part subject to loss. 
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COMPARISON WITH OTHER STOVES 
Compared with butane stoves, the MSR stove saves 

you $15 per year in fuel cost (assume one gallon per 
year). You get twice the heat rate. Further, our fuel 
container weighs less in proportion to content. 

Compared with Optimus 111 B, the cost is similar, 
but you save 2. 4 pounds weight, you get 50% higher 
heat output and higher fuel efficiency. 

Comp<j.red with non-pump stoves, you get double the 
performance, speed of lighting, and reliability in bad 
weather. 

FUEL 

Preferred fuel is stove and lantern fuel, Coleman 
or Blazo; also burns white gasoline. Will burn 
alcohol if the aluminum enclosure ports are covered 
with foil. Not for leaded or non-leaded automotive 
fuels. 

Do not use stale fuel, because it will clog the 
burner. Fresh fuel smells sweet, stale fuel sour. 

Use filter funnel #22-217 to remove water and dirt 
from fuel when filling bottles. 

BURNING TIME 

Quart Size 
Pint Size 

Weight of 
Gasoline 

24 oz 
12 oz 

Burning Time 
at Maximum 
Heat Output 
2. 8 hrs 
1. 4 hrs 

Burning Time, 
Average Use 

4. 5 hrs 
2. 2 hrs 

One pint will boil 30 quarts of water or melt 30 quarts 
from snow. 

MSR Stove Model 9A 
Complete with aluminum cup cover and built-in spark 
lighter, 2 aluminum heat reflectors, 1 windscreen, 
and 1 jet cleaning wire. Buy fuel bottles separately. 

#22-000 MSR Stove Model 9A 1 lb, 1oz $37.50 
#22-110 Pump Only 3oz $11. 25 
#22-111 Burner Only 9oz $26.25 
#22-130 Spare Parts Kit 2oz $ 3.00 
#22 - 200 1 Pint Sigg Fuel Bottle 4oz $ 2. 60 
#22-217 Filter Funnel 2oz $ 1.25 

EXPLANATION OF FUEL TANK DESIGN - IMPORTANT 
The fuel bottle is lying down to give stability to the 

burner. This benefit brings with it, however, a point 
to be watched. The liquid level is above the level of 
the bottle opening. 

Therefore, the gasket should be properly tightened, 
which means firmly, but not excessively. Don't use a 
wrench. Then pump the pressure a few strokes and 
observe the gasket for fuel drip before lighting. 

These are simple instructions and can be carried 
out by anyone. But if you think you can't, please don't 
buy the stove. 

Note re Model 9 Stove 
The early model of MSR stove, Model 9, did not 

have a sensitive fuel valve. It could be throttled down 
to a low fire, but not easily. The head of the valve stem 
of that model is square. 

In Model 9A, We changed to a needle valve with a 
round head which gives easier adjustment for low flame. 

In both cases the flame at a very low setting alternates 
between normal low burning and a candle flame. This 
does no harm, and can be continued as desired. 
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MSR MULTI-FUEL STOVE 
Many of our fri e nds fr e que nt slopes in Ne pal, P e ru and 

other areas of the world wher e white gas and othe r highly 

refined fuels are s eldom a vailable . We have designe d a 

burner that will burn k e rosene, Stoddard Solvent, #1 

stove oil, #1 diesel, JP-4, Blazo, white gas (and alcohol 

if the air holes in the aluminum enclosure are cover e d 

with foil). Will clog if leaded or non-leaded automotive 

fuels are used. Appearance is similar to Model 9A. 

DON'T USE AUTOMOTIVE GASOLINE, 

EITHER LEADED OR UNLEADED 

MSR Stove Model 9-MF 
Complete with aluminum cup cover and built-in spark 

lighter, 2 aluminum heat reflectors, 1 windscreen, 1 

jet cleaning wire and 1 squirt bottle. Buy fuel bottles 

separately. 
#22-100 MSR Stove Model 9MF 

#22-110 Pump Only 

#22-112 
#22-130 
#22-200 

Burner Only 
Spare Parts Kit 
1 Pint Sigg Fuel Bottle 

Stove Accessories 

1 lb, 2oz 
3oz 
9oz 
2oz 
4oz 

$41. 50 
$11. 25 
$30.25 
$ 3,00 
$ 2. 60 

#22-203 Quart Anodized Red Sigg Fuel Bottle 
5oz $ 4.25 

#22-200 Pint Sigg Fuel Bottle 4oz $ 2.60 

#22-120 Heat Reflector /Windscreen 3.2oz $ 2.00 

#22-131 Small Squirt Bottle .Soz $ . 30 

#22-217 Filter Funnel 2oz $ 1. 25 

#22-216 Plywood Stove Platform 2oz $ . 70 

Aluminum Cup 
Holds 13 ounces . Smooth side s ar e easy to cle an . 

Same as cover for stove . 

#23-100 Aluminum Cup 1oz $ .60 
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Spare Parts Kit for Stoves 

Your MSR Stove Spare Parts Kit supplie s you with all 

the spare parts you can reasonably be ex pected to need 

for the Model 9A or Model MF stoves. Included are : 

1 Jet Assembly 
1 Jet Cleaner 

4 Pan wir e nuts 

1 O-Ring for Fuel Tube 
1 Package of flints 
1 Control Valve 

O-Ring 1 Leather pump cup retainer 

1 Leather pump cup 1 Set of Instructions 

Utensils 
#23-020 2 Qt, Pan with 8 11 lid 6oz $2.40 

#23-021 3 Qt. Pan with 9" lid 7oz $2. 75 

#23-104 Aluminum Pot Lifter 1.5oz $ • 75 

#23-040 Lid, 7'' Diameter 1oz $ . 85 

#23-041 Lid, 8 11 Diameter 2oz $ . 90 

#23-042 Lid, 9" Diameter 2oz $ . 95 

#23-043 Lid, 10" Diameter 2oz $1. 00 

Fry Pan or Plate 
Fry pan, Teflon II coated, not blackened on outside. 

Medium weight aluminum, . 030". Uses pot lifte r above 

as handle. With lid . 

#23-030 8 11 Diameter with 9" Lid 

#23-031 9" Diameter with 

Bottles, PVC 
These are polyvinyl chloride, not polyethylene. Big 

advantage over polyethylene is freedom from any taste 

carryover. Can be sterilized at 180 °F. 

#23-010 
#23-011 
#23-012 

8 Ounce Capacity Bottle 
16 Ounce Capacity Bottle 

32 Ounce Capacity Bottle 

Bottles, Polypro 

1oz 
2oz 
3oz 

$ .90 
$1. 00 
$1. 50 

No zinc stearate taste, much better than conventional 

polyethylene bottles against flavor carryover, but not 

quite as good a PVC . Wider mouth. 

#23-000 
#23-001 
#23-002 

8 Ounce Capacity Bottle 
16 Ounce Capacity Bottle 
32 Ounce Capacity Bottle 

Fire Starter 

1oz 
2oz 
4oz 

$1. 00 
$ 1. 15 
$1. 55 

The rubber c ement w e sent out w ith climbing h e lmets 

has be en discovered t o b e excellent fir e s tarter . The 

solvent ignites readily unde r wet, windy and extreme 

cold conditions, and the rubber a nd oil conte nt sustain 

the core flame for a us e ful time. 2 . 2 fluid ounce s in 

tube . 
3 oz #22-215 $ .40 
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SLEEPING BAGS 

Polarguard Sleeping Bags 
Polyester fiberfill in garments and sleeping bags has 
one big advantage over down; it doesn't collapse when 
wet, and hence retains much of its insulating value. 

Ordering 
When ordering bags that zip together, specify one 
right and one left hand zipper. 

Measure your girth over elbows before ordering. 

Footsack 
We have received many requests for bivvy bags and 
childrens' bags. Covers the back on average adult. 
No zipper. 

Fits 4'8". Loft 5. 5". Inside shoulder girth 47". 

2 lb, 4oz #20-140 $39.00 

Small Sack 
A fine smaller sleeping bag for smaller people to 
5'5" tall. Saves weight. 

Fits 5'5". Loft 5. 5". Inside shoulder girth 50". 

3 lb, 4oz #20-150 $53. 00 

Snowlion 
We have lots of experience with the Snowlion and the 
Snowlion Super bags. Good quality throughout. This 
is an excellent three-season bag. For those who 
need additional warmth, choose the Snow lion Super. 
50 ounces of fill. The Snowlion shape allows more 
room around the lower legs for your boots inside. 

Fits 6 1 3 11 • Loft 5. 5". Inside shoulder girth 55". 

4 lb, 6oz #20-110 $64.00 

Snowlion Super 
This is the bag that Backpacker magazine wrote up in 
their issue #6 with many compliments. Generally the 
same as Snowlion, but with 10 ounces additional 
insulation. 

Fits 6'3". Loft 6. 5". Inside shoulder girth 55". 

5 lb,2oz #20-120 $69. 00 

Mountain Lion Super 
The bottom of this bag is double layer and the top is 
triple. Two-tone colors. Has a refined bottle 
mummy shape. 

Regular Size 

Fits 5'11". Loft 7". Inside shoulder girth 56". 

4 lb, 6oz #20-180 $72.00 

Long Size 
Same as above but longer for taller folks. 

Fits 6 1 5 11 • Loft 7". Inside shoulder girth 56". 

5 lb, 2oz #20-190 $75.00 
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Mountain Light 

This bag resembles a traditional mummy bag, but is 
bottle shaped, offering more girth. It is a good three
season bag. Two layers of insulation top and bottom. 

Regular Size 

Fits 5 1 11 ". Loft 5. 5 11 • Inside shoulder girth-58 11 • 

3 lb, 8oz #20-160 $63. 00 

Long Size 
Same as above except longer for taller folks. 

Fits 6 1 5 11 • Loft 5. 5 11 • Inside shoulder girth 58 11 • 

4 lb, 2~ #20-170 $66.00 

6.5" Loft Polarguard Sleepi~g Bag 

This is for real cold weather use. Fits to 5 1 11" tall, 
54" inside girth. Polarguard underneath does not 
compress as down does, and hence retains insulation. 
A 1 / 4" Ethafoam pad under is enough for sleeping on 
snow. Laminated construction. 

# 20-148 4 lb, 4oz $71. 00 

Sleeping Bag, Garment Ratings for Temperature 

The new regulations do not permit ratings for tempera
ture. Loft is defined as the thickness of the whole bag 
(two layers). Same for garments. 
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Compresser Stuff Sacks for Polyester 

A previous problem of polyester bags was more 
difficulty in stuffing to small bulk. We have come up 
with a great solution. Our large compresser strap 
stuff sack allows easy stuffing of the bag. Then three 
compresser straps are tightened down making a 
compact package. Order separate from the bag. The 
normal stuff sack will also be sent. 

MSR Compresser Sack, 20" Wide x 25" Long. 
5oz #20-030 $ 5. 65 

Ethafoam Sleeping Pads 
Ethafoam is an excellent sleeping pad material. 
Lightweight and closed cell. Does not absorb water. 

1/4 X 24 X 72 11 

1/2 X 24 X 72 11 

12oz 
1 lb, 5oz 

Therm-A-Rest Air Mattress 

#20-101 
#20-102 

$8.50 
$8.50 

Combines foam pad inside with air mattress for 
improved warmth over a plain air mattress. Self
in:flating by expansion of the foam. 1. 2" thick, hence 
ground must be better prepared than for Stebco. 

1 lb, 8oz #20-103 $25. 00 

Stebco Air Mattress 
High quality air mattress, 4" thick inflated, 23 x 50 
deflated. Use with Ethafoam. 

l lb, 9oz #20-100 $11. 00 

Bivouac Sack 

These are un-insulated nylon bivvy sacks with a 3/4 
length zipper entry. Specify right or left zipper. The 
added l ength of waterproof bottom fabric makes a flap 
for protecting the face. Grommets in all four corners. 
Assorted Colors. 

One Person Sack Measures 43" x 90" 

Right Zip 
Left Zip 

#20-141 
#20-142 

1 lb, 5oz 
1 lb, 5oz 

Two Person Sack Measures 60 11 x 90" 

Right Zip 
Left Zip 

#20-143 
#20-144 

1 lb, 15oz 
1 lb, 15oz 

$18.95 
$18. 95 

$27. 95 
$27.95 
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MSR - Wonder Headlamp @ 

Based on the Wonder headlamp, which we modified 

for beter focussing, with a cord switch and the 

MSR-D Lithium battery case, Headlamp and cord, 

2. 5oz. One D Lithium cell gives steady, non-fading 

• 6 candlepower for 24 hours with #14 bulb. Bulb 
life 4 hours. Or use #245 bulb for 0, 9 cp, #3502 for 

O. 3 cp, #352 for O. 1 cp. There is room in the case 

for spare bulbs. Complete headlamp set includes 

cell and four extra bulbs; one #352, one #3502, and 

two #14. 
#26-246 7oz $17.85 

Same headlamp as #26-246, except double battery 

case for stronger light, Use No. 27 bulb (9 hours 

life) for 1. 9 cp, battery life 24 hours; or No. 425 
bulb (5 hours life) for 3. 0 cp, battery life 16 hours. 

With two D Lithium cells and three #27 bulbs. 

#26-2A7 12oz $27. 60 

Perforate battery cases (¼" hole) at each end to 

vent the minute amount of SO2 gas from Lithium 
cells. See page 11 - 7. 

L i thium Cell Energy: D size, 22 watt -hours. 
C size, 8 watt-hours. 
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MSR - Eveready Headlamp @ 

Also an excellent choice. The beam is fixed-focus 

for a concentrated spot. Better for route finding 

and not as good for observing trail footing, Head

lamp and cord, 2. 5oz. One D Lithium cell gives 

steady, non-fading O. 6 candlepower light for 24 hours 

with PR-6 (10 hour) bulbs, or 1, 1 cp for 15 hours 

with PR-2 bulbs (5 hour). Complete with MSR 

battery pack, one D cell and 4 extra bulbs; two 

PR-2 and two PR-6. 

#26-240 8oz --~ $16.85 

Same headlamp as #26-240, except double battery 

case for really strong light. Use PR-13 bulb (3 hrs 

life) for 3. 1 cp or PR-15 (11 hours life) for 2. 5 cp. 

Battery life 16 hours. Two D Lithium cells, two 
PR-13 and two PR-15 bulbs included. 

#26-241 13oz $26,60 

If a flashlight should light but doesn't, tap the side. 

This may dislodge a bit of dirt or oxide. Examine 
and scrape the spring. 

A dummy cell can be improvided from a block of 

wood wrapped in heavy aluminum foil. It should be 

located farthest away from the bulb. 
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Justrite Headlamp and Battery Case @ 
Focusing. Larger reflector than Wonder, hence a 
bit heavier. Headlamp and cord, 6oz. Same bulb 
options as Wonder. Includes MSR battery case and 
four extra bulbs. With one D Lithium cell. 

#26-273 8oz $17.35 

With two D Lithium cells, double case and three 
No. 27 bulbs. 

#26-274 ___ 14oz ___ $27. 15 

MSR-Beacon 
An excellent hand flashlight. Very versatile. Uses 
PR (prefocus flange) bulbs and either one D Lithium 

cell plus a dummy or two D Lithium. Efficient pebble
grain reflector smooths the spot of light and eliminates 

rings of light. The handle helps avoid dropping the 
light, and can be held even while also grasping the head 

of an ice axe. Space behind reflector for spare bulbs. 

With one D Lithium cell, one dummy and three PR-6 

bulbs, (0. 6 cp, 24 hours cell life, 9 hours bulb life) 

and two PR-2 bulbs (1. 2 cp, 15 hours cell, 3 hours 
bulb life). 

#26-242 8oz $10. 00 

For a really strong light (3. 0 cp), order this kit also. 

One D Lithium cell, five PR-13 bulbs. 
#26-243 13oz $9. 00 

Flashlight - Two C Cells @ 

Compact flashlight with wrist strap. Pebble-grain 
reflector. Space in head for spare bulbs. With two C 

Alkaline cells and three PR-4 bulbs. 
#26-244 8oz $3. 25 

With one C Lithium, one dummy, and three PR-4 bulbs. 
#26-245 5oz $8. 50 

Palm Flashlight (v 
Throws strong beam when batteries are fresh. 
Useful life of alkaline batteries 1. 5 hours. PR-4 
bulb. Two AA alkaline cells included. 

#26-260 4oz $ 2.60 

Bicycle Light @ 
Bikers riding at night need to be seen. This blinking 
arm/leg light is excellent for attracting attention. 
Three lenses: clear, forward; amber, side; red, 
rear. Amber light to the side is an improvement 
over older models. 

With one C-Lithium cell, one dummy and two #406 
fl.ashing bulbs for 16 hours of O. 6 cp light. 

#26-262 5oz $ 8.90 

With two C-Lithium cells and two #407 fl.ashing bulbs 
for 24 hours of 1. 9 cp light. 

# 26-264 8oz $15. 65 

(Regular #14 (one cell) and #27 (two cell) bulbs may 
be used for steady light. ) 
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MSR Battery Packs 

For one D-Lithium cell, included. Battery clip has 

screw terminals for connecting to your Wonder, 

Eveready or Justrite headlamps. 
#26-238 4oz $ 9.75 

Cordswitch for your Wonder Headlamp. (Eveready 

and Justrite have built-in switches.) 
#26-202 1oz $ .75 

Same as #26-238, except two D-Lithium cells, 

included. 
#26-239 6.8oz $19.50 

Flashlight Bulbs Avg. 
Hrs. 

Tyee Base Volts C.P. Life Item# Price 

#14 s 2.5 0.6 4 26281 $ • 30 

#27 s 4.9 1.9 9 26282 . 35 

#245 s 2.5 1. 1 4 26283 • 40 
#352 s 3.0 o. 1 80 26284 . 55 

#405 (F) S 6.5 1. 7 500 26285 • 55 

#406 (F) S 2.6 0.45 50 26286 .40 
#407 (F) S 4.9 1.5 so 26287 • 35 

#3502 s 2.'7 0.3 100 26288 • 55 

PR-2 PR 2.4 1. 2 5 26289 • 30 

PR-4 PR 2. 3 0.6 3 26290 • 30 
PR-6 PR 2.5 0.45 26 26291 • 30 

PR-9 PR 2. 7 0.25 45 26292 • 35 
PR-12 PR 6.0 2.2 60 26293 . 35 

PR-13 PR 4.8 3. 1 3 26294 • 30 
PR-15 PR 4.8 2.5 11 26295 . 30 

PR-395 PR 3.0 o. 1 200 26296 • 55 

S=Screw Base. PR=Prefocused Flange Base. F=Flasher 

Batteries 
Weight 

Tyee Item# (OZ.) Price 
C Lithium Cell 26213 1. 3 $6. 75 
D Lithium Cell 26214 2. 8 7.75 
C Alkaline Cells (2) 26211 4.5 1. 35 
D Alkaline Cells (2) 26217 9.0 1. 80 
AA Alkaline Cells (2) 26259 2.2 1. 20 
Dummy C Cell 26208 0.5 • 35 
Dummy D Cell 26216 0.5 • 35 

Voltage: Lithium= 2. 7v. Alkaline = 1.35v. 
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MSR MOUNTAIN TENTS 

More Room - Three-Four Man Size 

Due to the barn-like shape, the big gain for the 

MSR Tent is volume - - 68 11 x 120" x 39" = 103 cu ft. 

Tents are often rated by floor area, but this doesn't 

tell the whole story. Some tents lose usable volume 
because of a center pole; others because the roof 

pinches down around the rim. This tent can sleep 

four. 
Three hoops are used (MSR) to minimize loss of 

volume by sagging. Especially good for resisting snow. 

Aluminum alloy tubing, jointed with inside elastic cord. 

(Aluminum tubing is much more rigid than fiberglass.) 

Decreased Condensation 
The MSR Tent has a two-layer roof in one construc

tion. The inne r roof lets water vapor go outward 

where it condenses on the outer roof and runs down 

to the ground outside. There are spacers to keep the 

two layers apart. 
Above 15 °F, there is little condensation on the roof; 

In colder weather (15 °F and below) a thin layer of ice 

will form on the central portion of the roof. The end

walls of the MSR tent are single layer, and some 

condensation may form there. 

Doors 
Both ends have nylon-coil zippered doors for easier 

four-man use, with hoods to keep ·rain out when partly 

open for ventilation. Removable zippered mosquito 

net. 
Also available one end with zippered door, other 

end with tunnel. Tunnel is useful for entry in bad 

weather and for storage at night. No netting on 

tunnel. Zip-on tunn e ls are available to convert door 

tents to tunnel t e nts. 

Ease of Erection 
Th e thre e hoops a r e assembled and threaded into 

tunnels. Four aluminum stakes then hold the tent up

ri ght. T e n loops at mid-le vel can be tied to guys (not 

included). Must b e us e d in high wind. 

Wind Stability 
The outer layer of the roof extends down to the 

ground with 10 " flaps to be covered with snow or dirt. 

These keep wind from getting under the tent. The end 

wall s are cones for streamlining against wind. Tested 

at 60 miles per hour on the freeway. 
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Thi s t e st is fairly s eve r e , but winds can b e 
stro n ger ; we d on't claim the t ent is indestruc tibl e . 
Build snow or rock walls as shields. 

One 20" z ippe r e d hol e in the floor, four inside 

pocke ts, inside clothesline . 

Coat e d 2 o z taffeta floor which ext ends t w o inche s up 

the sides. Uncoated 1. 5 oz ripstop nylon inner roof, 
. 75 oz coate d ripstop nylon oute r roof. Our t e nts ar e 

multi c olor, for visual eye relief. Inside is white or 

y e llow for light r e flection and less gloom in bad weathe . 

Weights include four stakes, built-in rain fly, poles anc 

sa c k. Roof spacers are Ethafoam (not sty rofoam). 

Ethafoam is tough and resilient. Seam s e aler included 
for you to apply. 

Three-Four Man Size 
Two Z ip Doors 8 lb, 2oz #24-001 

One zip door, one tunnel 7 lb, 13oz #24-002 

Two-Three Man Size 

$236.00 
$226.oo 

Generally as above, except 50 x 110 x 36 11 high = 70 

cubic feet. 
Two zip doors 6 lb, 15oz #24-003 

One zip door, one tunnel 6 lb, 11oz #24-004 

Tent Accessories 

$226.00 
$216.00 

Zip-In Tunnel Converts one tent door to tunnel. 
Zips in place of the mosquito netting. 

Zip tunnel, 2 man tent 10oz #24-101 

Zip tunnel, 3-4 man tent 12oz #24-102 

8¼" Tent Stakes 1oz #24-300 

'Seam Sealer 4oz #24-250 

Leaking Seam at the Tent Pocket 

$26 . 50 
$26 . 50 
$ .40 
$ 1. 10 

Last year a few tents got out with the pocket sewed 

into the end walls. When loaded, the thread opened 

up the needle holes with resulting leakage in a heavy 

rain. This can be cured by applying adhesive tape 

over the seam or by sealing the needle holes with 

sealant. 
If you have such a tent, we will send you a roll of 

colored tape which nearly matches the end wall with

out charge if you will tell us the color. Or we will 

send you a11other tube of sealant. 

In older MSR tents, in a heavy rain, the zipper 

would leak a little water at the bottom where a little 

"pocket" is formed by the zipper cover flap. This 

can be cured readily by sewing or cementing the little 

pocket closed on the diagonal to direct rain back out 

again. Send for a diagram and a tube of sealant - no 

charge if you have such a tent. Also, the zipper tape 

may need renewal of the silicone occasionally. 

These Tents Are NOT Fireproof 
When stated, they have been treated to meet the 

Canvas Products Flame-Retardant specification 
CPAI-84. We have made our own tests and see 

no difference in melt/burn characteristics 

between FR nylon and non-treated nylon. They 

melt and burn locally a nd reluctantly when set 

up as a t ent with a dish of flaming gasoline in'side. 

They don't put out the gasoline; there is where 
you must be careful. 
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Sunshine Dome Tent 
A dome tent offers freedom from the closed-in feeling 
of A-frame tents. This tent is big enough for four for 
playing cards or three for sleeping. It is a backpackers 
tent, not a mountain tent. With all six guys anchored, 
it is stable to 20 mph wind. At 24 mph, the sidewall 
against the wind will bend in unless braced from inside . 
The white top is partly permeable. The blue portion 
is coated and in cold conditions there will be some 
condensation. Insect netting door and rear window. 
Weather door is zippered vertically, open at the bottorr1 
for ventilation. Fiberglass poles slide into tunnels. 
With six aluminum curved tent pegs for guys and six 
wire hairpin pegs for floor tabs. 7' x 8¼' hexagon, 
56" center height. 100% nylon. 

#24-010 5 lb,6oz $43.00 

For summer camping. Single wall, coated nylon, 
Expect some condensation. We provide a jointed hoop 
of aluminum tubing to be used in the middle .to provide 
much more room, much less wind flapping, and 
support for a snow load if the weather changes, You 
sew in six shoelace ties across the middle seam to 
stabilize the hoop. Zip insect screen. Zip door and 
rear window. CPAI-84 flame retardant. 

#24-030 Traingular Tent with Hoop 3 lb, 12oz $46. 00 

#24-031 Hoop Only 7oz $13.00 

Tent Cord Tensioners 
1 /8 11 Tent Cord Tensioners, package of eight. 

#24-200 . 5oz $ . 25 

Ripstop Repair Tape 

State color choice: Orange, Yellow, Blue or Green. 
Footage #24-012 15¢ per foot 
Roll #24-011 3oz 25'for$3.40 

New MSR SuperWidget (Procrean) 
High tensile strength, made of 60623475 aircraft 
magnesium/aluminum alloy. In blue only. One size 
fits all. Shipped in plain brown wrapper. 

# 13451 Right Hand Widget 2. 5oz $ . 35 
#13452 Left Hand Widget 3. 0oz $ . 35 

NOTE: Please allow six months for shipping. Our 
Widget Maker is very slow . No warranty with widgets. 

MSR One-Man Tent 

The MSR One-Man Tent has b e en temporarily dis
continued. We will take up this project again when 
time permits. 

Campsite Safety 

When camped on a steep snowfield, build a fence of 
snow blocks below your camp site to catch people who 
might slip on the surface which freezes hard at night. 

PreSun Lotion & Jell 
Lotion 
4oz Bottle 
7oz Bottle 
Jell 
3oz Tube 
5oz Tube 

#26-132 
#26-133 

#26-130 
#26-131 

5oz 
8oz 

4oz 
6oz 

$2.90 
$4. 19 

$2.90 
$3.50 
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SHIPPING INFORMATION 
Address Changes zIP coDE - - PLEASE! 

If you wish to stay on our mailing list, please 
notify our Customer Service Office of any change in 
your address. If you place an order with us and have 
plans for moving, please furnish us with your correct 
shipment destination to insure delivery. 

Postal Rates 
To compute postage rates, please refer to the rate 

chart on the back of the order blank. 

Priority Shipping 
You may specify Air Shipment, Special Handling or 

Special Delivery, in which case refer to the rate chart 
on the back of the order blank for the proper postage. 

New Phone Order Department 
Hours 9-12 and 1-4 p.m., Pacific time. Special 

Phone (206-762-6750) for placing phone orders. For 
other information call 206-762-0210. Phone orders 
are shipped COD at a service charge of $2 plus post
office charges, to cover extra paperwork. 

RETURNS to 631 South 96th St., Seattle, Wa. 98108 

It is not necessary to request permission for returning 
items. However, the following information is required 
to expedite your returns. 

1. Reason for returning, such as wrong size, color, 
dis satisfied, other. 

2. Furnish copy of original order form or order 
number and date. 

3. Do you request replacement or refund? 

NOTE: Please package the items securely and enclose 
the above requested information including your instru
ctions with the package. PLEASE DO NOT MAIL YOUR 
INSTRUCTIONS SEPARATELY. It will slow down the 
processing of your returned items. Insure the 
package, for your own protection. 

MSR GUARANTEE 
Our objective is that you be satisfied. 

Policy on answering letters 
The cost of answering letters is amazing, around 

$1,000 per month. Further, in the rush season 
starting in January when we are preparing the news
letter and catalog, through August, it is practically 
not possible for us to keep up. 

When you write, please consider this cost and the 
number and complexity of your questions, and make a 
donation accordingly. 

If your letter concerns something we have done 
wrong, of course, no donation is expected and we will 
reply. 

Similarly, if you are making suggestions for im
provement or new products. 

We hope you understand the problem. Our file 
space is full. In the future, we will be returning 
your letter with our reply. If you need to write 
further, please return all previous letters. 

MSR CATALOG - MARCH 1976 

Back Orders 
We will hold back orders for 21 working days, 

assuming we can ship them within that time frame. 
If not, your money will be refunded. You may cancel, 
or extend the length of the back order by filling out the 
form you will receive by mail automatically. 

APO-FPO 
Allow 1 to 3 months for delivery if you request 

regular parcel post shipment. If you want to speed 
up delivery, send enough to cover Air Parcel Post 
and specify desired method of shipment. 

Size Information 

Crampons & Boot Bags - Send boot tracings. 

Helmets - Include head circumference. Measure 
horizontally. 

Harness - Chest and hip measurements. 

Mitts - Send outline of hand. 

Hip Belts - Hip measurement. 

Sleeping Bags - Measure girth around outer elbows. 

Mountain Boots 
These boots are general purpose. The sole is 

sturdy enough for climbing but flexible enough for 
hiking. Mountain type cleats. All have full gusset 
over the tongue to keep out water. Lower eyelets 
may be left unused to avoid toe pinch. Padded scree 
cuff. Full inner lining with ankle padding. 

Boots are available only in our retail store, not by 
mail order. 

PRICES EFFECTIVE 20 MARCH 1976 

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
WITHOUT NOTICE. 

Quick Reference Call Guide: NO COLLECT CALLS 

MSR Operations Manager 
MSR Retail Store 
MSR Phone Orders 

206-762-0210 
206-324 - 5730 
206-762-6750 



MOUNTAIN SAFETY RESEARCH, INC. 
631 South 96th Street 
Seattle, Washington 98108 USA FOR OFFICE USE ONLY. WHEN WRITING, REFER TO: 

DATE: 
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE 

NO: 
Ship to: 

ZIP 

□ CHECK HERE IF NEW ADDRESS. OLD ZIP CODE ______ _ 

Office Use Order Weight Price 
Shp'd. Code Qty. ITEM NO. Color Size Description lbs. oz. Each 

Reprint of major articles, past issues. 
17-060 Mark quantity if wanted. $1.75 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 
Total 
Catalog Subtotal 

Please do not use this order form for comments or 
correspondence. This will slow down shipment. 

Weight S.3%Tax 

Add 20%to (Wash. Only) 

Weight for 
If stock shortage, may we substitute color? __ Yes __ No Packaging Postage 
Second Color Choice Insurance (20¢ Total 

Shipping per $10 Value) 

Order Code Definitions Weight If COD our service 

NA · Not available. charge is $2.00 
BO · Back Order. Donation-PC · Price Change. 
D • Discontinued. Subscription 
s • Substituted. 
L · Explanatory letter following. 
C · Please clarify size, length, color, etc. TOTAL AMOUNT 
R · Refund. 

Payment Enclosed 
(U.S. Funds) 

If refund is less than $2, we will apply as a donation to newsletter cost and 
research, unless you check below. Balance Due 

I will apply my refund against my next order. Refund Mailed 
Separately 

TOTAL 



SHIPPING ZONE CHART AND RATES 
To find your zone, locate the first three digits of your Zip Code below; your zone is the number to the right. 

Zip Code Zip Code z;p Code Zip Code Zip Code Zip Code 
Prefi xes Zone Prefixes Zone Prefi xes Zone Prefi xes Zone Prefi xes Zone Prefi xes Zone 

006-098 ......... 8 510-515 6 700-708 8 783-785 8 840-847 5 962 -966 5 

516-539 7 710-711 7 786-788 7 850-859 . 6 967-969 . 8 

100-199 . .... 8 540 . 6 712-714 . . . . 8 789 8 860 . 5 970-972 2 

541-549 7 716 -722 7 790-791 6 863 .. 6 973 .974 3 

200-299 . 8 550-554 6 723 . 8 792-797 ... 7 864 5 975-976 4 

556-559 . 7 724 -737 7 798-799 . 6 865 -884 6 977-978 3 

300-397 . 8 560-576 6 738-739 . 6 890-893 5 979 . 4 
577 . 5 740-758 .... 7 800-803 6 894 -898 4 980-985 1 

400-462 ..... .. 8 580-585 6 759 . 8 804-805 ... 5 986 . 2 

463-466 7 586-593 5 760-769 7 806-813 6 900-918 5 987 ... 

467-492 8 594.599 ....... 4· 770 . 8 814-831 5 920-921 6 988 -989 2 

493-499 . 7 773-777 . 8 832 -834 4 922-954 5 990-994 3 

600-668 7 778 7 835 3 95'5 . .... .... . .. . 4 995-997 7 

500-504 ... 7 669 . 6 779 . 8 836-837 . ....... . 4 956-958 5 998-999 5 

505 . 6 670-673 7 780-782 7 838 3 959-961 .. ..... . 4 

506-508 ....... 7 674-693 6 

THE FOLLOWING ARE IN ZONE 8: Canal Zone, Canton Island, Caroline Islands, Guam, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Mariana 
Islands, Marshall Islands, Samoa, Virgin Islands, Wake Island. 

SURFACE PARCEL POST AIR PARCEL POST 
Weight- Weight- ZONES 1 pound and ZONES 

not exceeding not exceeding 
(pounds) Local 1 & 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 (pounds) Local , 1, 2 & 3 4 5 6 7 8 

2 . . . ... $0.77 $.090 $0.93 $1.04 $1.15 $1.28 $1.40 $1.48 1 $1.56 $1.58 $1.60 $1 .62 $1.64 $1.67 

3 ... . .. .82 .97 1.02 1.15 1.29 1.46 1.62 1.74 1.5 1.73 1.77 1.84 1.90 1.97 2.07 

4 .. . ... .86 1.04 1.10 1.25 1.42 1.63 1.84 2.00 w 2.0 1.89 1.96 ~.07 2.18 2.29 2.46 
0 2.5 2.05 2.15 2.29 2.43 2.59 2.78 5 . . . . .. .91 1.11 1.19 1.36 1.56 1.81 2.06 2.26 > 

6 .95 1.18 1.27 1.46 1.69 1.98 2.28 2.52 a: 3.0 2.21 2.33 2.50 2.68 2.88 3.09 w 
7 1.00 1.25 1.36 1.57 1.83 2.16 2.50 2.78 Cl) 3.5 2.37 2.51 2.70 2.91 3.15 3.38 

I' 
8 1.04 1.32 1.44 1.67 1.96 2.33 2.72 3.04 ..J 4.0 2.53 2.69 2.90 3.14 3.41 3.67 ~ < 
9 1.09 1.39 1.53 1.78 2.10 2.51 2.94 3.30 ... 4.5 2.68 2.86 3.09 3.35 3.65 3.94 

Cl) 

10 1.13 1.46 1.61 1.88 2.23 2.68 3.16 3.56 0 5.0 2.83 3.03 3.27 3.56 3.88 4.20 

2.86 3.38 3.82 
a. 6 3.13 3.37 3.64 3.98 4.35 4.72 11 1.18 1.53 1.70 1.99 2.37 

3.60 4.08 
w 7 3.43 3.71 4.01 4.40 4.82 5.24 12 1.22 1.60 1.78 2.09 2.50 3.03 :r: 

13 1.27 1.67 1.87 2.20 2.64 3.21 3.82 4.34 
... 8 3.73 4.05 4.38 4.82 5.29 5.76 

14 1.31 1.74 1.95 2.30 2.77 3.38 4.04 4.60 ► 9 4.03 4.39 4.75 5.24 5.76 6.28 m 
15 . . . .. . 1.36 1.81 2.04 2.41 2.91 3.56 4.26 4.86 w 10 4.33 4.73 5.12 5.66 6.23 6.80 

16 .... . . 1.40 1.88 2.12 2.51 3.04 3.73 4.48 5.12 CJ 11 4.63 5.07 5.49 6.08 6.70 7.32 z 
17 ... . .. 1.45 1.95 2.21 2.62 3.18 3.91 4.70 5.38 < 12 4.93 5.41 5.86 6.50 7.17 7.84 

:r: 
18 . . . . .. 1.49 2.02 2.29 2.72 3.31 4.08 4.92 5.64 0 13 5.23 5.75 6.23 6.92 7.64 8.36 

19 . . . ... 1.54 2.09 2.38 2.83 3.45 4.26 5.14 5.90 0 14 5.53 6.09 6.60 7.34 8.11 8.8,8 

20 ... . . . 1.58 2.16 2.46 2.93 3.58 4.43 5.36 6.16 
... 15 5.83 6.43 6.97 7.76 8.58 9.40 ... 16 6.13 6.77 7.34 8.18 9.05 9.92 21 1.63 2.23 2.55 3.04 3.72 4.61 5.58 6.42 0 

2.63 3.14 6.68 
w 17 6.43 7.11 7.71 8.60 9.52 10.44 22 . . . .. . 1.67 2.30 3.85 4.78 5.80 -, 
m 18 6.73 7.45 8.08 9.02 9.99 10.96 23 .. . ... 1.72 2.37 2.72 3.25 3.99 4.96 6.02 6.94 :) 

24 . ... . . 1.76 2.44 2.80 3.35 4.12 5.13 6.24 7.20 
Cl) 19 7.03 7.79 8.45 9.44 10.46 11.48 

25 .... . . 1.81 2.51 2.89 3.46 4.26 5.31 6.46 7.46 
w 20 7.33 8.13 8.82 9.86 10.93 12.00 a: 

26 1.85 2.58 2.97 3.56 4.39 5.48 6.68 7.72 cc 
27 1.90 2.65 3.06 3.67 4.53 5.66 6.90 7.98 

Cl) 
w SPECIAL DELIVERY ... 

28 1.94 2.72 3.14 3.77 4.66 5.83 7.12 8.24 cc Fees Shown Are in Addition to Required Postage 

29 1.99 2.79 3.23 3.88 4.80 6.01 7.34 8.50 a: 
More than 2 

30 2.03 2.86 3.31 3.98 4.93 6.1a 7.56 8.76 
... Not more than pounds but not More than 10 Cl) Class of Mall 

31 2.08 2.93 3.40 4.09 5.07 6.36 7.78 9.02 0 2 pounds more than 10 pounds 
a. pounds 

32 2.12 3.00 3.48 4.19 5.20 6.53 8.00 9.28 ..J A ir Parcel Past ...... ... $0.60 $0.75 $0.90 
33 2.17 3.07 3.57 4.30 5.34 6.71 8.22 9.54 w 

0 Surface Parcel Pos t.. ..... •... . .80 .90 1.05 
34 2.21 3.14 3.65 4.40 5.47 6.88 8.44 9.80 a: 
35 ...... 2.26 3.21 3.74 4.51 5.61 7.06 8.66 10.06 : 
36 . .. . . . 2.30 3.28 3.82 4.61 5.74 7.23 8.88 10.32 SPECIAL HANDLING 
37 2.35 3.35 3.91 4.72 5.88 7.41 9.10 10.58 Fees Shown Are in Addition to Requ ired Postage 

38 2.39 3.42 3.99 4.82 6.01 7.58 9.32 10.84 Not . more than 2 pounds ......... .... .... ....... ...... ...... .. .... . ..... ...... .... $0.25 
39 2.44 3.49 4.08 4.93 6.15 7.76 9.54 11.10 More than 2 pounds but not more than 10 pou nds ..... .. .. .... .. ... .35 
40 2.48 3.56 4.16 5.03 6.28 7.93 9.76 11.36 M o.re than 10 pounds . .... .. ... ..... .. ...................... .... .. .. . ......... ....... .50 

CANADIAN MAIL: Parcel Post Rates to Canada are $1.75 (U.S. Funds) for the First Two Pounds and 50 cents for each Additional 
Pound or Fraction Thereof. No COD or Air Parcel Post to Canada. Canadian Members are required to pay Duty to Canadian customs 
on All Purchases. 



MOUNTAIN SAFETY RESEARCH, INC. 
631 South 96th Street 
Seattle, Washington 98108 USA FOR OFFICE USE ONLY. WHEN WRITING, REFER TO: 

DATE: 
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE 

_NO: 

Ship to: 

ZIP 

□ CHECK HERE IF NEW ADDRESS. OLD ZIP CODE ______ _ 

Office Use Order Weight Price 

Shp'd. Code Qty. ITEM NO. Color Size Description lbs. oz. Each 

Reprint of major articles, past issues. 
17-060 Mark quantity if wanted. $1.75 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 
Total 
Catalog Subtotal 

Please do not use this order form for comments or 
correspondence. This will slow down shipment. 

Weight 5.3%Tax 

Add20%to (Wash. Only) 

Weight for 
If stock shortage, may we substitute color? ___ Yes ___ No Packaging Postage 

Second Color Choice Insurance (20¢ Total 
Shipping per $10 Value) 

Order Code Deflnidons 
Weight If COD our service 

NA - Not available. charge is $2.00 

BO - Back Order. Donation-
PC - Price Change. 
D - Discontinued. Subscription 

s Substituted. 
L Explanatory letter following. 
C Please clarify size, length, color, etc. TOTAL AMOUNT 

R Refund. Payment Enclosed 
(U.S. Funds) 

If refund is less than $2, we will apply as a donation to newsletter cost and 

research, unless you check below. Balance Due 

I will apply my refund against my next order. Refund Mailed 
Separately 

TOTAL 



SHIPPING ZONE CHART AND RATES 
To find you r zone, loca te the fi rst three dig its of you r Zip Code below; your zone is the number to the right. 

Zip Code 
Prefi xes 

300-397 . 

4QQ.462 

463•466 

467•492 

493.499 

Zip Code 
Zone Prefi xes 

8 510•515 
516. 5 39 

8 540 . 
541-54 9 

8 550.554 

556 .559 
8 

8 5 80·585 

7 586·593 
8 

.. .. 7 
6QQ.668 

5QQ. 504 .... 7 669 . 

505 . ·' .. , . 6 670•673 

506•508 7 674•693 

Zip Code 
Zone Prefi xe s 

700•708 

710 •71 1 
6 712.714 

7 716 •722 

6 723 
, 7 724.737 

6 739.739 .. 

5 740•758 

6 759 ... 
5 760.769 . 

770 . 

7 
6 
7 

6 

778 

Zip Code 
Prefixes 

8 783•785 
7 786 . 788 

8 789 ..... . 
7 790•791 
8 792.797 . 
7 799.799 

6 
7 SQQ.803 

8 804-805 

7 806•813 

8 

8 

7 

814•831 

937.934 

835 .. 

8 836-837 . 

7 838 ... 

Zip Code 
Zone Prefixes 

8 840•847 
7 85Q.859 

8 860 . 

6 863 . 
7 864 ... 

6 865·884 
890•893 

6 a94.a9a 

5 

6 9QQ.918 

5 

4 

3 

920.921 

927.954 

955 . 

.. 4 956-958 

3 959•961 

Zip Code 
Zone Prefixes 

5 962•966 

6 967•969 . 
5 970 .972 

6 973.974 
5 975.976 

6 977.979 

5 979 

4 980·985 

986 

5 987 . 

6 

5 

4 

988·989 

990-994 

995.997 . 

5 998-999 

4 

Zone 

5 

8 
2 

3 

4 

3 

4 

1 

2 

2 

3 

7 
5 

THE FOLLOWING ARE IN ZONE 8: Canal Zone, Canton Island, Caroline Islands, Guam, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Mariana 
Islands, Marshall Islands, Samoa, Virgin Islands, Wake Island. 

Weight
I pound and 

SURFACE PARCEL POST 

ZONES 
not exceeding -------------------

(pounds) Local 

2 ..... . $0.77 
3 .82 
4 .86 
5 .91 
6 .95 
7 1.00 
8 1.04 
9 1.09 

10 1.13 
11 1.18 
12 1.22 
13 1.27 
14 1.31 
15 1.36 
16 1.40 
17 1.45 
18 . . . . .. 1.49 
19 1.54 
20 1.58 
21 1.63 
22 1.67 
23 1.72 
24 1.76 
25 1.81 
26 
27 
28 
29 

1.85 
1.90 
1.94 
1.99 

30 2.03 
31 2.08 
32 2.12 
33 2.17 
34 2.21 
35 ... . .. 2.26 
36 . . . . . . 2.30 
37 2.35 
38 2.39 
39 2.44 
40 2.48 

1 & 2 4 5 

$.090 $0.93 $1.04 $1.15 
.97 1.02 1.15 1.29 

1.04 1.10 1.25 1.42 
1.11 1.19 1.36 1.56 
1.18 1.27 1.46 1.69 
1.25 1.36 1.57 1.83 
1.32 1.44 1. 67 1 . 96 
1.39 1.53 1.78 2.10 
1.46 1.61 1.88 2.23 
1.53 1.70 1.99 2.37 
1.60 1.78 2.09 2.50 
1.67 1.87 2.20 2.64 
1.74 1.95 2.30 2.77 
1.81 2.04 2.41 2.91 
1.88 2.12 2.51 3.04 
1.95 2.21 2.62 3.18 
2.02 2.29 2.72 3.31 
2.09 2.38 2.83 3.45 
2.16 2.46 2.93 3.58 
2.23 2.55 3.04 3.72 
2.30 2.63 3.14 3.85 
2.37 2.72 3.25 3.99 
2.44 2.80 3.35 4.12 
2.51 2.89 3.46 4.26 
2.58 2.97 3.56 4.39 
2.65 3.06 3.67 4.53 
2.72 3.14 3.77 4.66 
2.79 3.23 3.88 4.80 
2.86 3.31 3.98 4.93 
2.93 3.40 4.09 5.07 
3.00 3.48 4.1 9 5.20 
3.07 3.57 4.30 5.34 
3.14 3.65 4.40 5.47 
3.21 3.74 4.51 5.61 
3.28 3.82 4.61 5.74 
3.35 3.91 4.72 5.88 
3.42 3.99 4.82 6.01 
3.49 4.08 4.93 6.15 
3.56 4.16 5.03 6.28 

6 

$1 .28 
1.46 
1.63 
1.81 
1.98 
2.16 
2.33 
2.51 
2.68 
2.86 
3.03 
3.21 
3.38 
3.56 
3.73 
3.91 
4.08 
4.26 
4.43 
4.61 
4.78 
4.96 
5.13 
5.31 
5.48 
5.66 
5.83 
6.01 
6.18 
6.36 
6.53 
6.71 
6.88 
7.06 
7.23 
7.41 
7.58 
7.76 
7.93 

7 8 

$1.40 $1.48 
1.62 1.74 
1.84 2.00 
2.06 2.26 
2.28 2.52 
2.50 2.78 
2.72 3.04 
2.94 3.30 
3.16 3.56 
3.38 3.82 
3.60 4.08 
3.82 4.34 
4.04 4.60 
4.26 4.86 
4.48 5.12 
4.70 5.38 
4.92 5.64 
5.14 5.90 
5.36 6.16 
5.58 6.42 
5.80 6.68 
6.02 6.94 
6.24 7.20 
6.46 7.46 
6.68 7.72 
6.90 7.98 
7.12 8.24 
7.34 8.50 
7.56 8.76 
7.78 9.02 
8.00 9.28 
8.22 9.54 
8.44 9.80 
8.66 10.06 
8.88 10.32 
9.10 10.58 
9.32 10.84 
9.54 11.10 
9.76 11 .36 

w 
(.) 

> a: 
w 
(/) 

..J 

~ 
(/) 

0 
D. 

w 
::c 
I-

> m 
w 
CJ z 
<C ::c 
(.) 

0 
I-

I
(.) 
w .., 
m 
::::, 
(/) 

w 
a: 
<C 
(/) 
w 
~ a: 
1-
(/) 

0 
D. 

..J 
w 
(.) 
a: 
f 

AIR PARCEL POST 
Weight - Z O N E S 

not exceeding--------------------
(pounds) Local, 1, 2 & 3 4 5 

1 $1 .56 $1.58 
1.5 1.73 1.77 
2.0 1.89 1.96 
2.5 2.05 2.15 
3.0 2.21 2.33 
3.5 2.37 2.51 
4.0 2.53 2.69 
4.5 2.68 2.86 
5.0 2.83 3.03 
6 3.13 3.37 
7 3.43 3.71 
8 3.73 4.05 
9 4.03 4.39 

10 4.33 4.73 
11 4.63 5.07 
12 4.93 5.41 
13 5.23 5.75 
14 5.53 6.09 
15 5.83 6.43 
16 6.13 6.77 
17 6.43 7.11 
18 6.73 7.45 
19 7.03 7.79 
20 7.33 8.13 

$1.60 
1.84 
2.07 
2.29 
2.50 
2.70 
2.90 
3.09 
3.27 
3.64 
4.01 
4.38 
4.75 
5.12 
5.49 
5.86 
6.23 
6.60 
6.97 
7.34 
7.71 
8.08 
8.45 
8.82 

6 

$1.62 
1.90 
2.18 
2.43 
2.68 
2.91 
3.14 
3.35 
3.56 
3.98 
4.40 
4.82 
5.24 
5.66 
6.08 
6.50 
6.92 
7.34 
7.76 
8.18 
8.60 
9.02 
9.44 
9.86 

SPECIAL DELIVERY 
Fees Shown Are in Addition to Required Postage 

More than 2 

7 

$1.64 
1.97 
2.29 
2.59 
2.88 
3.15 
3.41 
3.65 
3.88 
4.35 
4.82 
5.29 
5.76 
6.23 
6.70 
7.17 
7.64 
8.11 
8.58 
9.05 
9.52 
9.99 

10.46 
10.93 

8 

$1.67 
2.07 
2.46 
2.78 
3.09 
3.38 
3.67 
3.94 
4.20 
4.72 
5.24 
5.76 
6.28 
6.80 
7.32 
7.84 
8.36 
8.88 
9.40 
9.92 

10.44 
10.96 
11.48 
12.00 

Class of Mail Not more than pounds but not More than 10 
2 pounds more than 10 pounds 

pounds 

Air Parcel Post .. .... .. . $0.60 $0.75 $0.90 
Surface Parcel Past .80 .90 1.05 

SPECIAL HANDLING 
Fees Shown Are in Addition to Required Postage 

Not more than 2 pounds. .. .. ...... .. .. ......... ... .. . ........... .... . $0.25 
More than 2 pounds but not more than 10 pounds. ..... .35 
Mo.re than 10 pounds.. .... ... ........ ................ ... .... ... ... . ................. .50 

CANADIAN MAIL: Parcel Post Rates to Canada are $1.75 (U.S. Funds) for the First Two Pounds and 50 cents for each Additional 
Pound or Fraction Thereof. No COD or Air Parcel Post to Canada. Canadian Members are required to pay Duty to Canadian Customs 
on All Purchases. 



MSR CATALOG - MARCH 1976 

Sunglasses 
Optically excellent polycarbonate (Lexan) sunglasses. 
No visual distortion. Comfortable, light weight. Gray 
lenses transmit 23% overall, with good ultraviolet 
protection. Dark Green lenses transmit 13%, excellent 
ultraviolet. Sideshields are helpful against both sun 
and wind. Air circulation practically eliminates 
fogging. Fit over regular glasses. Made in USA. 
With rigid but light carrying case. Clean carefully, 
using water and Kleenex. 

All around, these are the best sunglasses for back
packing and mountaineering that we have found. Good 
on the water too. Gray or Green, with case. 

#6215 Gray 
#6214 Green 

2 . 5oz 
2.5oz 

Featherweight Goggles 

$3 . 00 

Smoke or green plastic lenses will scratch in time, 
but cost is low. Carry as spare or for regular use. 
In zip plastic bags. Specify color. 
#6209 Medium size, 4. 5" inside. 1oz 
# 6 211 Large Size, 5" inside. 1oz 

Mosquito Net Hat 

$1. 05 
$1. 20 

We know about mosquitoes here in the Pacific North
west. This cover provides head and neck protection. 
It is a netting tube, 18" in length with a dome top of 
the same material. Drawstring with toggle closure 
at neck. Green only. One size fits all. 

#21-106 1oz. $2.50 
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High Top Gaiters 
These quality gaiters cover the calf on the average 
leg. Uppers are uncoated pack cloth, lower coated 
from the ankle down. With front zipper and snap flap. 
The inside of the zipper is also protected with a flap. 
Elastic tightener at ankle, grommets for instep tie
down, Drawstring at top. Assorted Colors. One 
size fits all. 

#21-340 8oz. $14. 95 

Socks 
These socks are all Wick-Dry, SO% 
Orlon, 40 nylon and 10 cotton. They 
are thicker and smoother than many 
socks and provide substantial padding. 
They lessen any tendency to blister. 

Weight is 5 oz pair. 

#21-250 Size 10-13, 
#21-251 Size 9-11, 
#21-252 Size 10-13, 

Stretch sizes. 

8 11 Leg. $2. 85 
8" Leg. $2. 95 

12" Leg. $3. 20 

The tiny rubber cords around the top 1 

can be removed by the wearer for 
better circulation and hence warmer 
feet, if desired. Leave three cords 
at the top to prevent unraveling. 

Boot Bags 
Keep your feet up to 10 ° warmer in 
MSR boot bags. Boots stay dry also. 
Please send a tracing of your boot 
for a proper fit. When boot bags 
wear out on the bottom, their life may 
be extended by sewing off the bottoms. 
Not suitable for walking on rock. 
Pair 12oz #7300 $8. 00 

Sno-Seal 
The famous wax weather proofing for 
boots by Ome Daiber, now with added 
silicone. 

Wt. 11 oz #7401 $ . 95 

Leath-R-Seal 
Seam and boot seale r, brush-on 
liquid. Excellent for keeping seams 
and soles waterproof. 5. 5 oz bottle. 

Wt. 12 oz # 7400 $1. 50 
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MSR Frame Pack 

MSR FRAME PACK 
When we needed a new_pack, we found problems in 

the packs on the market. For example, some packs 
have back pads that bear only in the center along 
their length. The 3 or 4" width looks good on the 
shelf, but press on the pad with your fingers and you 
will see that only a 1. 5" width is effective. This 
concentrates th e load on one narrow band across the 
hips. By contrast, Ome Daiber' s cord-strung back 
spreads the load over a broad area, and can be ad
justed to individual back contour. So we borrowed 
Ome' s 20-year-old invention. This overall contact 
helps protect the back from unwanted flexing when 
heavily loaded. 

JanSport made both frames and bags for us in 
1971, and hence we used their adjustable-height 
shoulder strap bar. It works well. 

We redesigned the middle crossbars to be 

shaped 

/~------, instead of ~ 
to avoid contact of the bars with the body. 
We lengthened the shoulder pads so the webbing 
would not bite into the flesh under the arm. The 
padding itself is latex foam which helps avoid high
pressure points on the clavicle. We also placed 
heavy webbing under the buckle to keep the buckle 
from biting. 

The bag can be positioned at three heights, 4. 75" 
apart. Excess volume is taken up with compressor 
straps. Top bar is removable. Ice axe loop. 
Crampons are carried under the load-compressor 
straps. 
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As to the bag, we borrowed from soft-side lug
gage to make a back panel that opens fully to allow 
finding things without taking anything else out, as is 
necessary with top-opening bags. To take the load 
off the z ipper and to hold the load closer to the body, 
we provided three load-compressor straps. The 
side pockets are large and have full-length zippers 
with two pulls to open either the side or the top, 
Two pockets one side, one on the other. 

The standard bag is spacious, 12 x 15 x 24". 
The volume is adjustable by the load compressor 
straps from 4, 320 cubic inches down to 1200 cubic 
inches. For medium loads, we supply a 25% smaller 
bag (9 x 15 x 24), 3,240 cubic inches to 1200 cubic 

inches , Order bag, frame, and hip belt separately. 

#14-003 

#14-010 
#14-011 

Strung frame with shoulder straps. 
hip belt - See Below) 2 lb, 2oz 

9" Bag 1 lb, 15oz 
12" Bag 2 lb, 6oz 

Assorted Colors 

New MSR Super Hip Belt System 
Designed for comfort. ¼" Ethafoam fill. 
Size Small to 32"; Medium to 38"; Large to 44", 

(No 
$31. 00 
$37.00 
$38,00 

#14-020 Assorted Colors 9oz $ 9.00 
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MSR Overnight Rucksack 
For trips not requiring a frame pack, we now offer 
a 2300 cubic inch overnight rucksack. This design 
retains the hooded zipper-opening back panel of the 
frame pack for easy access and has two generous 
outside pockets with hooded zippers. The shoulder 
straps are like those on the frame pack, latex foam 
with guarded quick-adjust buckles. Coated nylon. 
With two load-compressor straps and waist strap. 

A new feature is a ¼ 11 thick Ethafoam pad to 
protect the back. It is removable to serve as an 
insulated seat at camp. With loops for tying on a 
sleeping bag or rope. Assorted Colors. 

2 lb, 4oz 
• 

Stuff Sacks 

#14-041 $34.50 

These improved stuff sacks are rnade of four ounce 
nylon coated pack cloth. The closure is made with a 
convenient cord lock; a rain flap is provided. The 
improvement we have made is to provide the larger 
stuff sack with a strap handle which has extra end 
loops for threading a,,, tiedown strap when carried out
side the pack. This, keeps the sack from shifting 
sideways and perhaps being lost when attached to a 
pack frame. 

Weight 
1oz Riestop 7x 9" Flat #26-150 $1. 10 
1oz Riestoe 8x 11" Flat #26-151 il. 45 
1oz Ripstop 10 X 15" With 

Carry Strae #26-152 $2.50 
2oz Pack cloth 12 x 18" With 

Carry Strae #26-153 $3.90 
2oz Pack cloth 14 x 20" With 

Carry Strae #26-154 $4.20 
3oz Pack cloth Tent Stuffer 

12 X 28" #26-155 $4.30 
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MSR Summit Rucksack 
Many day packs just aren't big enough to hold the 
safety equipment, clothing and food that should be 
taken on all hikes and climbs in case you don't get 
back on schedule. The MSR Summit Rucksack has 
2600 cubic inches capacity. With foam-filled 
shoulder straps, guarded quick-adjust buckles, 
crampon carrier, ice axe loops and waist strap. 
Large zippered top pouch. No side pockets. 

Assorted Colors. Drawstring and crampon 
cord have cord locks. Light weight , Also used as 
stuff bag carried on a frame pack to base camp. 

Folds down to about fist size, Easy to carry along 
for use as a summit pack, 

16oz #14-040 

Sport Bags 
Constructed of heavy-duty Oxford nylon, Ideal for 
storing dry clothing in your car for return trip home. 
#24-163 Duffie Bag (35 x 19") 13oz $6.25 
#24-162 Malibu Bag (30 x 14") 1 lb $7. 40 
#24- 160 Laguna Bag (32 x 14") 1 lb, 2oz $8. 30 

Organizing the Pack 

One good way to organize the pack is to g roup related 
articles in polyethylene bags closed with a rubber 
band, You can see what's inside . 

6 x 8" Wt. 2oz #26-080 
8 x 18" (stove) 4oz #26-081 
9 x 18" 3. 5oz #26-082 

16 x 24" 2. 2oz #26-083 
Heavy rubber bands, 4oz box #26-084 

10 for $1. 00 
7 for $1.00 
5 for $1.00 
4 for $1. 00 

$1. 25 
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MSR Mountain Parka 
The big advantage of polyester batting insulation in 

the MSR Parka over down filling is that down collapses 

when wet and polyester does not. If polyester gets 

soaked, most of the water drip-dries out, and thus 

polyester is far better than wool or cotton or down. 

In this development, we follow the U.S. Army Natick 

Laboratory. They have stopped using wool for over

coats, and use polyester instead. 

Bonded and Hi-Loft polyester batting are used in 

these parkas according to the desired thickness. 

Our design further features a polyester rebreathe 

flap for prewarming air and avoiding heat loss from 

and frostbite of the cheeks, nose and chin. A most 

useful addition in cold weather. 

When the weather is in- between, you often want to 

let heat and moisture out, especially from under the 

arms. For this purpose, the MSR Parka has zippers 

under the arms and down the sides. No need to stop 

and remove your pack to change the ventilation, as is 

required in the old layer system. Blue outside, 

orange inside. 
Insulation means the thickness between your body 

and the weather. Specify S, M, L, or XL. 

Medium ( 1. 0" Insulation' Net wt 2 lb, 3oz 

Heavy ( I. 5 11 Insulation'. 

Rebreathe Flap 2oz 

#20-910 $78.50 
Net wt 2 lb, 

#20-920 

#20-931 

6oz 
$88.50 

$ 2.00 

INTRODUCTIO N TO POLYES TER 

When down becomes wet, it ceases to insulate and 

takes an excessively long time to dry. Polarguard 

garments and sleeping bags not only retain their 

insulative value when wet, but dry quickly also. These 

are facts, proven by recent serious expedition use. 

Polarguard is the only way to go. 

Rocky Mountain Parka 
A great knockabout parka. Outer she11 is water 

repellent 65% Polyester/35% Cotton, insulated with 

one 10oz layer of Polarguard quilted to a lightweight 

Ripstop inner shell. Snap flap over zipper front 

closure. Handwarmer pockets under front cargo 

pockets. Drawstring at waist. Available colors: 

midnight blue, rust, peacock green. Sizes XS, S, 

M, Land XL. 

#21-050 2 lb, 12oz $49.50 

Rocky Mountain Hood 
Hood for Rocky Mountain Parka available in same 

colors. One size fits all. 

#21-055 7 oz $ 9.00 

Palisade Parka 
We have lots of experience with this fine three-season 

double-quilted Polarguard parka. It is a real bargain, 

and plenty warm. Insulated flap/ snap system for 

optional hood. #5 Zipper with snap flap closure. Hand

warmer pockets under cargo pockets (Velcro closure). 

Elastic and snap wrist closure , drawcord at waist. 

Available in Midnight Blue, Rust , Bright Gold. Sizes 

XS, S, M, L, XL. 
#21-020 1 lb, 9oz $45. 50 

Palisade Hood 
Also available in Midnight 
One size fits all. 

#21-030 

Blue, Rust, Bright Gold. 

7oz $ 9.00 



MSR Sta-Warm Suit 
An excellent insulated suit for normal Western mountain 
travel. Shell and liner are nylon, laminated to a layer 
of 10 oz -Polarguard polyester insulation. Hood, pants 
and jacket cover you all over. With boot bags and rain 
suit, you will be prepared for 20 °F and a 30 mph wind. 

Polyester does not collapse when wet. If the garments 
get soaked, whirl them over your head to spin the water 
out. Then you can wear them again. If you need extra 
warmth, add a Sta-Warm Vest, or add a second suit, 
next size larger. Then you will have a versatile layer 
set good to say 10 ° below zero. Sizes XS,S, M, L, XL 

Comes in Red, Green, or Navy. 
Each garment has its own carrying sack. 
#20-540 Jacket 1 lb, 1oz 
#20-530 Hood (Specify size) 3oz. 
#20-550 Pants 13oz 
#20-560 Vest 11oz 

Yosemite Vest 

$26.50 
$ 4.50 
$20.50 
$20.00 

This double -quilted Polar guard vest has a 1. 9oz 
Ripstop inner and outer shell. Back is cut to cover 
kidneys. There are handwarmer pockets under the 
cargo pockets and vest front is closed with a zipper. 
Available colors: royal blue, spruce green or tan, 
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL. 

#21-060 1 lb, 2oz $24. 50 

Teton Vest 
Similar to the Yosemite vest, but uses a rugged 65% 

Polyester/35% Cotton outer shell with 10oz Polarguard 
quilted to the Ripstop inner lining, Back is cut lower 
than front. Front zipper is covered by a snap flap. 
Handwarmer pockets under the cargo pockets. Colors 
available: Midnight Blue, Rust, Peacock Green. 
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL. 

#21-070 l lb,2oz $27.50 
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Mountain Parka 
Take a close look. This parka is superbly done. 

Both inner and outer shell are 65% polyester/35% 
cotton and have been treated for water repellency. 
The inner lining covers the whole parka, sleeves, 
hood and all. Two cargo pockets with handwarmer 
pockets close by snap. Front closure is a zipper with 
snap flap. Zipper entry to chest pocket. Also zip 
pocket in back of jacket. Drawcord at waist. Attached 
full-cut hood. Velcro wrist closures. Available in 
Midnight Blue, Rust, Peacock Green. Sizes XS, S, 
M, L, XL. 

#20-940 2 lbs, 4oz 

Western Mountain Parka 

$46. 00 

This is a handsome jacket, similar to the Mountain 
Parka. Shoulder yoke is waterproof nylon taffeta. 
Upper body is lined with 100% durable ventile cotton; 
the lower 65%/35% material like the outer shell. Cargo 
pockets have velcro closure. 
Midnight Blue, Rust, Peacock 
M, L, XL. 

#20-950 2 lbs, 6oz 

Available colors are 
Green. Sizes SX, S, 

$56.00 
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New MSR Mountain Parka with Hood 

Available June 1976 

We have redesigned the popular MSR Polarguard parka 

with help from our customers' ideas, and experience 

in our own field testing. We feel we have come up with 

the greatest value in mountaineering parkas on the 

market. We are so sure of it that we put the parka into 

mass production, which enables us to reduce the retail 

price. 

Heavy Weight Parka 
The outer shell is top quality 1. 9 oz ripstop nylon, 

quilted to 8 oz Polarguard batting. The nylon lining 

is also quilted to a layer of 8 oz Polarguard. 

The hood snaps to an insulated collar and has a 

drawstring with cordlock. Hoods are sized in proportion 

to parka sizes and are sold with the parka. 
Sleeves are one layer of 8 oz Polarguard with nylon 

taffeta inner lining. We have added an adjusting st.rap 

at the wrist, rather than an irritating elastic closure. 
When the weather is in-between, you often want to 

let heat and moisture out, especially from under the 

arms. For this purpose, the MSR parka has zippers 

under the arms and down the sides. No need to stop 

and remove your pack to change the ventilation, as is 

r e quired in the old laye r system. 

The parka closes in front via a zipper/ snap flap 

system and has large carg o pockets with snap flaps, and 

hand warmer pockets beneath . There is an inside 

pocket with a v e lcro closure at the top to keep belongings 

inside. 
The parka is v e ry fully cut to cover low on the gluteus 

rnaximus and th ei-e is a d raws tr i ng with cor d l oc k in the 

bottom h em. 
The r e ar e b elt loops at the parka middle for use with 

the o ption a l , col or matching b elt for those who wish to 

draw the pa r ka close r to thems elves . 

Medium Weight Parka 
Same as heavy weight, except one 10 oz layer of 

Polarguard, rather than 16 ounces. 

Parka Prices include parka with hood and 

individual stuff sack. Belt sold separately. 

Specify Dark Red, Royal Blue or Dark Green. 

Heavy Weight Mountain Parka with Hood 

#20-970 Extra Small 2 lb, 8oz 

#20-971 Small 2 lb, 12oz 

#20-972 Medium 3 lb, 2oz 

#20-973 Large 3 lb, 8oz 

#20-974 Extra Large 4 lb 

Medium Weight Mountain Parka with Hood 

#20-960 Extra Small 1 lb, 14oz 

#20-961 Small 2 lb, 2oz 

#20-962 Medium 2 lb, 6oz 
#20-963 Large ·2 lb, 12oz 

#20-964 Extra Large 3 lb, 1oz 

$68.00 
$70.00 
$72. 00 
$74.00 
$76.50 

$55.00 
$57.00 
$58.50 
$60.75 
$63.00 

Belt of Nylon Webbing with Buckle. Specify XS, S, 

M, L, or XL. Available in Dark Red, Royal Blue, 

or Dark Green. 
#20-975 3oz $3.00 
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Rain Suits 
In the Pacific Northwest we find shortcomings in 

the rainwear currently on the market. Many of the 
jackets are too short to cover the parkas. Some are 
too heavy. Some do not have a large enough hood to 
go over an insulated parka. Most of them do not have 
adequate ventilation. 

We have tried to make improvements in all these 
features. The material is very light ripstop coated 
nylon to save weight. The length of the coat is quite 
generous to cover insulated parkas. The hood is 
ample in size. Front snap closure permits access to 
upper pockets and to the harness carabiner without 
leaving the whole front open. The full length zippers 
on sides of the pants have two slides each, permitting 
them to be put on over crampons, and for full adjust
ment of ventilation. The coat has zippers under the 
arms and at the sides of the body for ventilation which 
is unequalled by any other rain suit. Both pants and 
jacket have a drawstring. Generously cut to go over 
other garments and to help ventilation. 
'Available in sizes S, M, L, and XL. Assorted colors. 

Jacket #21-210 11oz $36. 00 
Pants #21-220 7oz $30.00 

Insulated Overpants 
If your feet are cold, put on your insulated over-

pants. The blood going to the toes can be so chilled 
because of inadequate insulation on the legs that it is 
already cold when it gets to the toes and cannot help 
to warm. 

Overpants are made of Ripstop nylon and are 
insulated with 5oz Polarguard, They do not soak up 
water and hence retain insulation even when wet. 
Water runs down through batting and falls out bottom. 

Zippers have two sliders each and can be opened 
all the way up for putting on, even when wearing 
crampons. Upper slider can be opened for access to 
pockets and for ventilation. A drawstring is provided 
in the waistband. Sizes S,M,L. Assorted colors. 

#20-510 2lb,loz. $40.00 
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MSR Mountain Mitts 
These nylon-polyester pile mitts are a big advance 
in hand wear. They are warm even though wet. 
Further, they dry out while being worn. If really 
soaked, excess water can be spun out by a whipping 
motion. Ideal for building igloos. Sprayed rubber 
coating on palms. Closing strap to keep snow out. 
Send outline of hand. For use to l0°F. Medium 
thickness, sizes 6 through 9. 

4oz #20-240 $10.50 

Heavy Weight Mountain Mitts 
Thicker insulation, heavier cloth, for lower tempera
tures. Specify S, M, L, or XL. 

#20-260 6oz $11.00 

Rock and Rappel Gloves 
Lightweight, flexible with sprayed-rubber surfaces 
for excellent grip, to prevent cuts and scratches and 
for friction on rappel and link-assisted belay. Porous 
for comfort. Will last 2 or 3 days of rock climbing. 
M,L,XL 

2oz 

Nylon Inner Gloves 
White nylon. 

#20-230 

#20-210 Small - Fits Women 
#20-211 Large-FitsMen 

Polarguard Booties 

oz 
oz 

$ 2.00 

$2.00 
$2.00 

These booties are great. Ripstop uppers with heavy 
pack cloth bottoms covering an ethafoam inner sole. 
Fun to wear anytime. As in other Polarguard 
products, these booties retain insulative value when 
wet. Down does not. Specify S, M, L, or XL. 

Assorted Colors. 
#21-040 7oz 

$15. 50 
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Rain Parka 

Rain parka of waterproof coated nylon. Hood is 
double layer of same material. Drawstring at chin. 
Zipper and snap flap front closure. Underarm vent, 
two exterior cargo pockets with velcro closure, 
drawstring with cordlock at bottom hem. Available 
in Blue, Green, Rust. Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL. 

#21-241 15 oz. $26. 50 

Rain Pants 

Coated Nylon rain pants have drawstring with cord
lock closure at waist. Flaps allow entry to pants 
pockets and give some ventilation. Pant legs zip up 
14" from bottom for ease of entry. Bottom hem has 
elastic tightener with snap. Available in Blue, Green, 
Rust. Sizes S, M, L, XL. 

#21-231 11oz. $17.95 

Wind Breaker 

Similar to rain parka except not coated, has single 
layer hood and smaller, slanted pockets. In Royal 
Blue only. Sizes S, M, L, XL. 

#20-601 10 oz. $24. 95 

Wind Pants 

Similar to rain pants, except of uncoated material. 
In Royal Blue only. Sizes S, M, L, XL. 

#20-621 8 oz. $15. 95 

Rain Chaps 

A pair of leggings for use as rain protection. Water
proof nylon with ties at hip. You can tuck them into 
your gaitors 'til you need them. Available in Royal 
Blue, Green. Size Small 26-30" Inseam. Large= 
30" + Ins e a m . 

#21-236 5oz $6. 95 Pair 

_._ 
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Cagoule 

Waterproof nylon cagoule covers to lower calf on six 
foot tall person. Has snaps on bottom seam and under 
arms so you can shorten for use as a rain jacket. No 
cross shoulder seams. Hood has visor, 6 11 zipper at 
chin, and drawstring with cordlock. 10 x 15" pocket 
at tummy. Velcro closure at wrist and drawstring 
with cordlock in bottom hem. Available in Blue, Green, 
Rust. Sizes S, M, L, XL. 

#21-260 14oz $21.95 

Anorak 
Similar to cagoule except covers only to thigh. Colors 
available: Blue, Green, Rust. Sizes S, M, L, XL. 

#20-611 10oz $28.50 

Poncho 

A poncho is basically a large piece of coated nylon 
with a hood sewn in near the center. Sides snap up 
leaving arm holes. Reinforced grommets (3 per side) 
assist in converting the poncho into an emergency 
shelter. Large poncho is cut full enough to cover you 
and your pack on the trail. Available in Royal Blue or 
Green. 

#21-238 (60 X 80") 15 OZ. 

#21-239 (60 X 100") 18 OZ. 

$19. 95 
$22.95 
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MSR CLIMBING HELMET 
After three years of thousands in use, we believe 

this is the best climbing helmet. We offer free replace
ment after a crash, and have learned this way that the 
MSR helmet does a fine job. It stays on the head in a 
tumbling fall. The shell is good and rigid, and the 
cushioning is thick enough to do its job (5/8" minimum). 

Note the ventilation holes ; a real improvement for a 
hot day. The rim is technically correct because it 
stiffens the shell, as needed in a tumbling fall. Squeeze 
other helmets side to side and you will see what we mean. 
The rim also holds the head farther away from the rock. 

For top impact cushioning, we use energy-absorbing 
wire forms to comply with American National Standard 
Z - 89. (Watch out for low-priced helmets that claim to 
meet Z-89, but fail to mention that their side cushioning 
for a tumbling fall is practically nil. 

The MSR helmet has no inside projecting buttons or 
knobs to dent your skull at the time of a crash. (Watch 
out for not-so-low priced helmets that do have them.) 
Polycarbonate (Lexan) shell, styrene foam headband, 
both chin and nape straps . Fit to size with foam tape 
supplied. 

MSR Climbing Helmets Orange or Blue. Be sure to 
send circumference of head. Sizes S, M, L, XL. 
(S & M weigh 1 lb, 2oz L & XL weigh 1 lb, 4oz) 

#10-000 $23.50 
-,---

DON'T PAINT HELMETS 

We warn against the use of paints, adhesives 
or solvents on helmets. Some of them weaken 
the material of the shell or foam. OK to drill 
two small holes for lamp brackets. Use sheet 
rubb e r wash e rs under the bolt heads and don't 
tighten. 

FREE REPLACEMENTS 

We will r e place without charge MSR helmets 
which have gone through an accident in exchange 
for the used helmet and the story. 
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MSR BICYCLING HELMET 
The MSR Bicycling Helmet has been a crashing 

success, pardon the pun. Every week we get some 
back for free replacement with a letter starting "I am 
very glad to be able to write you this letter .... " 

The Bike Helmet is higher over the eyes to permit 
vision even with the head down. The ventilation holes 
are larger and concentrated in the front. Two holes 
lead to the sweat pad to evaporate the sweat. (Thanks 
to Dick Burns, Rochester Bicycle Club, for the idea.) 

The top cushioning is changed to energy-absorbing 
foam to keep up with the. Bicycle Helmet committee 
which wrote this into the proposed specifications. We 
were out-voted. The Bike Helmet is not intended for 
top impact as from a falling rock. 

Reflectiv e tape is supplied. Polycarbonate (Lexan) 
shell, styrene foam headband, both chin and nape 
straps. Fit to size w ith foam tape supplied. 

MSR Bicycling Helmet In a new yellow-orange color 
only. Be sure to send head or hat size. Sizes S, M, 
L, XL. (S&M weigh 1 lb, 3oz. L&XL weigh 1 lb, 6oz.) 

#11-000 $25. 75 

- - See Flashlight page for Bike Safety Flashlight 

Helmet Accessories 
Reflective tape (Silver or Red) 

#10-019 1 oz $1. 50 
Cloth Tape (Red, Yellow, Green, Turquoise, Blue, 
Silver or Black) 

#10-020 
Foam Sizing Tape 

#10-021 
Sweatband 

loo; 

1oz 

#10-030 1oz 
Biscuit Kit (For Bicycling Helmets) 

#10-022 1. 5oz 

$ .70 

$ 2. 00 

$ 2. 50 

$2.00 
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ROCK CLIMBING HARDWARE 

Leeper Pitons 

Le e per Z-cross section pitons are a well-established 
design. The grain of the metal is parallel to the axis, 
the strong direction. Type 4130 chrome-moly, heat Chouinard Wired Hexentrics 
treated. If you are using jam nuts, it is smart to use 
a good piton every third placement for security if the Chou Approx. Wt. Order 

jam nuts lift out. See article on "Nuts to No No. Size Strength (oz) Item Price 

Protection", in No. 8 Newsletter. 1 . 4 X. 6 11 2600 1. 2 #4316 $ 2. 15 
2 . 5 X. 8 2600 1. 2 #4317 2.20 

Wt 3 • 6 X. 9 2600 1. 4 #4318 2.25 
(oz) Item Price 

1 / 4" Reg. length 2.0 #4551 $1. 60 
5/16 11 Reg. length 3.0 #4552 $1. 60 
7/16" Reg. length 3.0 #4553 $1. 60 
9/16 11 Reg. length 4.0 #4554 $1. 90 
5/16 11 Stubby length 2.0 #4556 $1. 60 Chouinard' Wired Stoppers 
7/16 11 Stubby length 2.0 #4557 $1. 60 Chou Approx. Wt. Order 
9/16 11 Stubby length 3.0 #4558 $1. 80 No. Size Strength (oz) Item Price 

1 • 1 X. 4 11 800 . 3 #4335 $ 1. 90 
2 • 2 X .4 1700 . 5 #4336 2.00 

@ , 
3 • 3 X • 5 2600 1.0 #4337 2. 15 
4 . 4 X. 6 2600 1. 2 #4338 2.35 
5 . 5 X. 8 2600 1.3 #4339 2.40 
6 .6xl.0 2600 1.8 #4340 2.50 

MSR Equipment Sling 
As pictured above. 2oz #4530 $2.50 
Sizes S, M, L, XL. 

Chouinard Unwired Stoppers 

Clean Climbing Devices Chou Perlon Approx. Wt. Order 

Chouinard Chocks are the most popular on the market. No. Size Size Strength (oz) Item Price 

We find them to be effective in design and are pleased 4 • 4 X. 6 11 5mm 1300 • 2 #4326 $1. 00 

with the quality. Refer to the rope section re Perlon 5 . 5 X. 8 7mm 1700 . 3 #4327 1. 00 

for slinging unwired chocks. 6 • 6 X 1.0 8mm 2400 • 5 #4328 1. 15 
7 . 8 X 1. 3 9mm 3100 1.2 #4329 1. 35 
8 1. 0 X 1. 5 9mm 3100 2.0 #4330 1. 65 

Chouinard Unwired Hexentrics 
Chou Perlon Approx. Wt. Order I 

No. Size Size Strength (oz) Item Price 
1 • 4 X. 6 11 5mm 1300 • 2 #4301 $ 1. 15 
2 . 5 X. 8 6mm 1500 . 3 #4302 1. 20 
3 • 6 X. 9 7mm 1800 • 5 #4303 1. 25 

Chouinard Tube Chocks 4 . 8 X 1. 0 8mm 2400 . 8 #4304 1. 35 
5 . 9 X 1. 3 9mm 2400 1.0 #4305 1. 40 Perlon Wt. Order 
6 1. 0 X 1.5 9mm 3500 1. 3 #4306 1. 50 Diam. Length Size (oz) Item Price 
7 1. 3 X 1. 8 9mm 3500 2.0 #4307 1. 65 2. 5" 4" 9mm 5.4 #4351 2.40 
8 1. 5 X 2. 3 9mm 3500 2.5 #4308 1. 85 2. 5 11 4. 5" 9mm 6.2 #4352 2.50 
9 2. 0 X 2. 8 9mm 3500 3.8 #4309 2.00 2. 5 11 511 9mm 6.7 #4353 2.60 

10 2. 5 X 3. 0 9mm 3500 5.4 #4310 2.25 2. 5 11 5. 5" 9mm 7.7 #4354 2.65 
11 2.5x3.5 9mm 3500 7.5 #4311 2.90 2. 5 11 6" 9mm 8.0 #4355 2.75 
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MSR Fishhook Chock 
The MSR Snow Fluke is a successful 
anchoring device in snow. The Fishhook 
Chock uses similar geometry for an 
anchor in vertical parallel cracks in 
rock. The Fishhook is a blade of chrome
moly steel having a steeply-slanting angle 
flange at the top. Tapped in reasonably, 
it functions like a chock because the load 
is attached well below the point of grip on 
the rock. When loaded, the flange has a 
tightening cam action, and the slant 
creates an inward retaining force. 

Thickness of metal: . 047 11 • Two widths 
of flange to fit cracks: . 050 11 to . 150 11 and 
. 125 11 to • 350 11 • Made in rights and lefts 
for open book use and for doubling back
to-back in wider crac ks. Removes easily 
by tapping upward. Strength in a lab 
fixture, 4000 pounds. 

Size 
II 

Size 
II 

150 Right hand use 
11 Left hand use 

350 Right hand use 
11 Left hand use 

Wt. 
1oz 
1oz 
1oz 
1oz 

#4460 
#4461 
#4462 
#4463 

MOUNTAINEERING HAMMERS 

Chouinard Alpine Hammer 

$2.00 
$2.00 
$2.00 
$2.00 

1975 Version. Lighter weight, greater pick angle, 
teeth near shaft on head. For use on the bubbly type 
ice found in waterfall climbing. Drop forged steel. 

1 lb, 3 oz #4501 $20.00 
Chouinard Crag Hammer 
1975 Version. Lighter weight, for removal of chocks 
and occasional pin work. 

1 lb, 3oz #4502 $18 . 00 

MSR Auto-Belayer 

Leading 
Clin1ber 

MSR Auto Belayer 2. 8oz 

CMI Figure '8' 
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c arr ied in 

#4001 $7.50 

A Rappel/Belay device for use with 9mm to 13mm 
rope. Particularly effective in litter lowering and 
other rescue techniques. 

4 oz #4005 $ 7.50 

Leeper Logan Hooks 
Narrow Logan Hook . 9oz #4702 $1,25 
Wide Logan Hook . 9oz #4703 $1. 25 

Leeper Bolt Hangers 
1/4 11 Bolt Hanger oz #4720 $ . 55 
3/8" Bolt Hanger oz #4721 $ . 55 

• ti ·~ 

MSR Rescue Pulley 
Wide side plates to keep the rope from abrading 
against the rock and to help pr e vent the pulley from 

Hammer Holster rotating and twisting the hauling rop e . Whee l g roove 
Good quality nylon hammer holster. Very light weight. diameter . 950 11 3300 lbs. 

1 oz #4520 $ 2.85 1. 4oz #6042 $2.95 
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CARABINERS 

MSR Lock Link 
Lots of room for harnesses arid ropes. The threaded 

lock nut slide s up to make the opening. No swinging 

gate to jam against ropes already inside. Outstanding 

for us e with th e Friction Hitch. Regular brake bars 

do not fit. 5000 pound gate closed. 1000 pound gate 

<>pe n, but not intende d to b e used this way. We have 

tried to cause a running rope to open the lock nut, but 

couldn't. The rope rides on a flat and doesn ' t get a 

grip. Aluminum rod with forged ends. 

Plain 2 oz 

Anodized blue 2 oz 

Bonaiti Special 

#4201 
#4202 

Regular D shape with 11mm rod body 

and heavier 12mm rod gate, 5700 

pounds. 2800 pounds gate o en. 

2. 3oz #4271 $2. 75 

Bonaiti Locking Special 
Same as Special, plus lock ring. 

5700 pounds, 2000 2ounds gate open. 

2. 3oz #4272 $3. 65 

Bonaiti Slant D 

$3. 50 
$4. 35 

The gate is slanted for instant location 

of the opening. Heavier gate. 5000 

pounds, 1550 pounds gate open. 

2oz #42 70 $2. 70 

Bonaiti Oval 
A lightweight oval carabiner. Heavier 

gate. 3500 pounds, 1000 pounds gate 

open. 
2oz #4273 $2.65 

Bonaiti Swayback Slant D 
What you buy in this carabiner is 

high gate-open strength, 2640 lbs. 

This is enough to hold a fall, gate 

open. Th e r e was a serious acci

dent last summer where the gate 

of an oval carabiner snapped open 

just b efo r e impact, and the carabiner 

broke. 7500 lbs ga t e closed. 2300 

lbs minor ax is direction. 

3. 3oz #4275 

Same with locking gate. 

3. ,oz #4276 

$3. 50 

$3. 90 
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Chouinard Modified Oval Carabiner 
4000 pounds, 1550 pounds gate open. 

2.5oz #4250 $3. 50 

MSR Brake Bar 

The gap on the 

open end is 
adjustable by 

bending the end 

as shown 

Tubular aluminum. The big advantage of our brake 

bar over REI/SMC is that the hole is big enough to 

allow the bar to be moved around to the solid side of 

the carabiner ready for instant use without fumbling 

or danger of dropping. This also allows the bar to 

be self-aligning without leverage on the gate if 

jammed. See article in Off Belay, February 1973, 

showing this leverage. 

Plain 
Anodized Red 

Sticht Link 

1. 1oz 
1. 1oz 

#4006 
#4007 

$ I. 50 
$ 1. 95 

The Sticht Link is a modern method of absorbing the 

energy of a fall or rappel, far more capable and 

comfortable than hip and shoulder belays and 

Dulfersitz rappels. Use with 10-llmm kernmantel 

• nylon ropes (not three- strand twisted). Instructions 

included. MSR single links. One is enough for 

single-line rappel or belay. Two can be used on two 

rope rappel. Aluminum. 

Plain 
Anodized Red 

1oz 
1oz 

#4002 
#4003 

$2.25 
$2.65 

Double hole aluminum plate for either single or 

double use. 2oz #4004 $3. 30 

Sticht Belay Plate With Spring 

#4014 2oz $ 4.50 

Descending and Harness Rings 

Aluminum, I¼" OD. 
2200 pounds test. 

.8oz #4009 $ • 50 

Steel, 1. 75 " OD. 
4000 pound test. 
1 1 / 2 by 2 3 / 8. 

I. 3oz #4008 $ • 65 
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MSR ICE SCREW 
An excellent ice screw, we believe the best in the 
climbing world. See Newsletter, page 12. 

#6041 MSR Ice Screw 6. 5oz $10. 50 

Does not need to be pounded in. But if you insist, 
order the pounding head. This head is plain steel. 
Will deform but not shatter. 

#6043 Pounding Head . 5oz $ . 60 

We strongly urge you to get the core tool/handle. One 
end is a reamer to remove ¼" of core, and the other 
end pokes the core out. Placement of the screws is 
much faster and easier using the handle. Also, you 
avoid the risk of throwing your thumb out of joint. 

#6039 Ice Screw Handle 1. 5oz $3. 50 

Climbing Ha-rness 
A quick and easy 2-piece harness for avoiding the tied 
webbing wrap. _The two halves can be joined with a 
locking carabiner, MSR lock link, or by tying directly 
into the rope. Due to anatomical differences, the seat 
and chest harness portions are ordered separately by 
your measurements. Note: High-angle rock climbers 
may prefer a sit harness rather than the above, which 
is intended for average climbing. Send measurements. 

#4540 Seat Harness 4oz $6. 50 
#4545 Chest Harness 4oz $6. 75 

#4201 MSR Lock Link 

Harness Kit 

2oz $3.50 

An adequate five-body-point harness can be tied by 
you. Kit has 25 feet of two inch polypro webbing and 
two rings with instructions. A closing carabiner is 
needed. 

Harness Kit 8oz #4524 $5.25 
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Salewa 12-Point Adjustable Crampons 
Bar connecting the halves is hinged at front part, 
thus avoiding the leverage on this bar that occurs on 
REI crampons when the boot flexes. Cadmium
plated hardened steel, checked by us for proper 
hardness. An adjustable crampon costs a bit more 
but is worth it for surefootednes s on steep, hard 
snow and ice. Salewa crampons come in four sizes: 
0, 1, 2, and 3. Send outline of your boot. 

i lb, 7oz #6015 $24. 50 

Crampon Guards 
Rubber point-caps to protect other objects in your 
pack. 12-point. 

4oz #6011 $ 2.35Pair 

Crampon Wrappers 

In wet new snow, crampons will clog. Nylon cloth 
wrapped around the crampon will stop this clogging. 
Close the ends with adhesive tape. 9 x 13" 

1oz #6013 $1. 50 Pair 

Fast-Attaching Crampon Binding 

As is well known, the single strap binding system 
is a real nuisance when the weather and situation are 
grim. Threading the loops and rings can be indeed 
tedious, using up energy and causing delay. 

The MSR crampon binding system does not require 
threading of any of the straps through either rings or 
buckles at the time of use. 

5.5oz #6012 $7.50 

NOTE : Examine the crampon rings or holes for 
sharp edges. We enclose a free strip of abrasiv e 
cloth to smooth any such edg es , which tend to cut 
the strap. 
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MSR ICE AXES 

ALL-ALUMINUM T-BIRD 
90% of our Northwest climbers practically never chop 

steps in blue ice. Therefore, why carry the extra 

half-pound weight of head which is used only for ice 

chopping? Same shape, shaft strength and self-arrest 

capability as Item # 12-200. The lesser weight is a joy, 

and it will still chop steps in hard-frozen snow very 

well. Tip of pick has hardened steel insert. 

All-Aluminum T-Bird 1 lb, 8 oz #12-300 $35. 00 
Guards for the Aluminum T-Bird are the same 
as for the steel T-Bird. 

THUNDERBIRD 
The basic Thunderbird design for general North

west climbing has served well, about 10,000 of this 

model having been sold. Its self-arrest capability 

is excellent, due to its 68° hooking angle and posi

ti ve clearance. The thickness of the pick is a full 

1 / 4" for self arrest. (Note that the thinner picks of 

some European axes such as Nanga Parbat terxl to 

slice through the ,snow w ithout enough drag.) 

The cleaving angle of the pick is 20° or 6°, good for 

chopping steps in hard snow and ice . The head is 

chrome-moly steel. The strength of the aluminum 

alloy shaft is distinctly higher than all wooden shafts . 

The h ead and shaft are coated with neoprene which 

grips much better against the snow in axe belay than 

slick v inyl (PVC) coatings. Orange or blue coating. 

T -Bird Axe with t eeth lb, 15oz #12-200 $35.00 
Adze Gua rd 1oz #12-154 $ 1. 00 
Pic k Guard .5oz #12-153 $ 1. 00 
Spike Guard • 5oz # 12-152 $ . 85 

The All-Aluminum, T-Bird and Eagle Ice Axes are 
avail able in l engths 18, 22, 26 and 29. 5 through 37. 5" 
by inch increments. 33. 5 " size with steel head we i ghs 
2. 0 lbs. With nylon wrist loop and glide ring. 
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Limited Edition T-Bird 
Polished and chrome plated version of the T-Bird. 

Available with teeth only and in l engths 29. 5, 30. 5, 
31. 5, 32. 5, 33 . 5, 34. 5, 35. 5. Blue Polyolefin shrink 

tubing on shaft . 
#12-800 1 lb, 15oz $54.00 

Accessories 
G~ide Ring and Wrist Loop Assembly 

1oz #12-151 $3. 00 

Neoprene Coating, 3 Ounce Can with Dauber 

4.5oz #12-156 $2.00 
Quick Release Pin for Take-Aparts 

• 5oz #12-157 $3. 00 

EAGLE ICE AXE 
The Eagl e model has some changes based on feedback 

from ice climbers. The hole which required the hump 

has not been used for its intended purpose, so we now 
omit it. The cleaving angie has been narrowed to 8 11 

for less breaking out of ice and deeper penetration. 

Eagle with teeth 
Adze Guard 
Pick Guard 
Spike Guard 

2 lb 
1 oz 

• 5 oz 
• 5 oz 

#12-600 
#12-154 
#12-152 
#12-152 

$35.00 
$ 1. 00 
$ .85 
$ .85 

(For Eagle axes, 
same.) 

spike and pick guards are the 

Limited Edition Eagle 
Polished and chrome plated version of the Eagle. With 

teeth only and in lengths 29. 5, 30. 5, 31. 5, 32. 5, 33. 5, 

34. 5, 35. 5. Blue Polyolefin shrink tubing on shaft. 

#12-700 2 lb $54. 00 

Usual length of axe is measured from one inch below 

wrist to floor • 

20" 51cm 32. 5" = 82. 5cm 
22 56.0 33.5 85.0 
26 = 66.0 34.5 = 87.5 
29.5 75.0 35. 5 90.0 
30.5 77. 5 36.5 92. 5 
3 1. 5 80.0 37.5 95.0 
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Stop Screw on MSR Ice Axes 
The early stop screws made by flattening a rod 

have given some trouble by breaking. Please send 
us an envelope marked "Stop Screw" ahd we will 
send you the new type using a collar. No need to 
send a letter or apply postage. No charge. 

Early axes had a metal band around the shaft at 
the spike. Wrap adhesive tape just above it to 
prevent catching in the snow. 

SUMNER MODEL ICE AXE 
Based on the T-Bird principle, Bill Sumner had us 
make a special model for ice climbers. The hook 
angle is 53 ° instead of 68 °, and teeth are standard. 
The pick is thinner and the cleaving angle is nar
rower to permit socking the pick into hard ice with 
less fracture. The sharp point will hook into very 
hard snow and glacier ice with just a touch. 
Hardened steel reamer spike can be used for boring 
shallow holes in ice for belay. Long thong of perlon 
instead of wrist loop. Available in 55cm, 70cm and 
80cm lengths. Blue only. 

#12-400 Sumner Model Ice Axe 1 lb, 1oz $42. 00 
#12-152 Spik~ Guard for Sumner . 5oz $ . 85 
#12-153 Pick Guard for Sumner . 5oz $ 1. 00 
#12-155 Adze Guard for Sumner 1. 2oz $ 1. 00 
(NOTE: Pick guard requires taping to make tighter 
for use on the Sumner.) 

Limited Edition Sumner 
I 

Polished and chrome plated version of the Sumner Ice 
Axe. Only lengths are 55cm, 70cm and 80cm. Blue 
Polyolefin shrink tubing on shaft. 

#12-950 llb,lloz $66.00 

Igloo Tool 
Building Igloos is a lot of fun and useful in survival. 
When we first learned a few years ago, the block
cutting tools were machetes and big power -hacksaw 
blades. They caused too many cut hands so we de
vised this tool which is safer. Made of springy alu
minum, with tooth clear1;1-nce and side-set, useful in 
harder snow. Mahogany handle. 
With diagrams. 

6.5oz #6020 $ 9.50 
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MSR 11Stiletto" Axes and Hammers 

MSR Ice Hawks 

Use both Ice Hawks and Stiletto's in Pairs. 

Marvellous for water ice and crevasse wall climbing. 
See Newsletter pages 12 and 13 for discussion. 

#12-900 Stiletto with Adze 1 lb, 11 oz $43.00 

#12-910 Stiletto with Hammer llb,lloz $43.00 

#6060 Ice Hawk with sling 13oz Each $18.50 

#6061 Stirrups for above 3oz Pair $ 5.00 

Clog Ascenders 

#4050 1 lb, 1oz Pair $38. 95 
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MSR Snow Flukes 

The MSR Snow Fluke is a dynamic snow anchor which 

can "sail" down into the snow on overload. 

It travels along under the surface, absorbing the en

ergy of a fall as it goes. Thus, it does not exceed 

the strength of the snow and is not pulled out as is the 

case with an overloaded ice axe anchor. It has two 

cables which fix the angle, to keep the plate from 

tilting forward and flying out. Patent applied for. 

The holes allow the fluke to be lashed to an ice axe 

for use as a shovel. Specify size. 
4 X 7 11 for hard snow only, #6030 5.5oz $ 7.70 
5 X 10 11 for firm summer snow,#6031 10oz $ 8.40 
8 X 12 11 for medium soft snow, #6032 15oz $12.75 

Note: We tested having a pounding bar on the top of 

the fluke but found it impeded the flight of the fluke 

into the snow, thus increasing the chanc e of pullout. 

Cautions: 

The 8 x 12" size should be used in softer snow, but 

obviously will not restrain much in very soft snow. 

Test: one man can pull about 70 pounds downhill with 

his hands on the rope. If seven can just move the fluke, 

the restraint is about 500 pounds, which is a useful 

holding force. 

If the snow has a breakable crust with soft snow below 

the fluke, the cables will ride up over th e crust and 

pull the fluke out. Clear away the soft snow to firm 

snow. Stomping the surface of soft snow helps very 

little. If there is an ice layer down say one foot, the 

fluke cannot sail through it and may pull out. Test 

the strength of the lower layers by probing with your 

ice axe. 
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AVALANCHE PROBE -
NEW DIAMETER 

Jointed aluminum alloy tubing 5/8" diameter, Any 

length of joint screws together with any other length. 

The slightly-enlarged blunt point is now a 3" piece 

which is added to any of the sections. 

This new size of avalanche probe is the most 

rigid and light weight of any probe we know. Because 

the point makes a hole which is .015" larger than the 

tubing, the probe is sensitive for distinguishing the 

nature of a solid object being touched. 

Carrying sacks are made of heavy nylon pack cloth. 

Each sack will hold 5 avalanche probe sections. Order 

sacks to match respective size probes. 

#6001 2' Probe Section 3.5oz 4.90 

#6002 4·1 Probe Section 6.5oz 6. 70 

#6003 6' Probe Section 8.5oz 7.50 

#6004 Blunt Point .5oz 2.00 

#6008 2' Carrying Sack 2.0oz 5.00 

#6009 4' Carrying Sack 2.0oz 5,00 

#6010 6' Carrying Sack 3.0oz 5.00 

MSR SNOW SHOVEL FOR ICE AXE 
Aluminum snow shovels from hardware stores have ·not 

been standing up under the stress of building snow caves, 

where they are used for prying fairly durable snow. So 

we have made our own. It is adapted to be attached to 

an ice axe shaft as a handle, to save duplication of weight 

and bulk. It is 11 inches square and is made of 6060 
aircraft aluminum. 

#6040 1 lb, 2oz $12.00 

Advice for building Snow Caves 

1. Pack the snow over the roof of a planned cave 

to strengthen it before digging. 

2. Dig the cave bigger to allow for ,·sag . 

3. Keep your ice axe inside to use for poking out 

ventilation holes. Keep shovel inside as well. 

4. Light a ca'.ndle occasionally during the night to 

test the air for oxygen. A lower flam e than 

half is cause for alarm. 
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MSR CLIMBING ROPE 
MSR rope is kernmante l (braid-on-braid) construction, 
similar to kernmantel ropes from Europe; its 
advantage over them is lower price, 

The elongation curve is similar to that of Edel rid, 
a smooth upward curve. We think this is a good 
curve for absorbing the energy of a falling climber , 
Test made in Scotland at a major engineering 
laboratory. 

Dynamic test using a one-ton 
weight traveling at 38 ft/ sec. 
MSR 11 . 0mm red stripe 
climbing rope , Tested using 
figure eight loops at the ends. 

TIME / N SECONDS 

.o .05 .,o .1 5 

MSR 11mm Climbing Rope 

PROCESSED 

.20 

2800 LBS , 
2600 ,, 
2 400 ,, 

2200 
2000 
1800 

1600 1-

14 00 

800 
600 ,, 

400 • 

200 

2 1 DEC. 72 

11mm, Red Stripe, 4. 6 lbs/100 ft. Yellow-orange 
color with red ends and center , Passes UIAA test 
(see page 44). Processed for energy absorption. 
Nylon 6-6. 
#18-208 
#18-212 
#18-215 
#18-216 
#18-200 

80 feet 
120 feet 
150 feet 
165 feet 

3 lb, 10oz 
5 lb, 6oz 
6 lb, 12oz 
7 lb, 7oz 

Any length (300 feet minimum) 
4. 5 lb/ft 

UNPROCESSED May NOT be returned. 

$27.00 
$38.00 
$45 . 00 
$48.00 

$ • 29 ft 

Unprocessed 11mm, with dyeing and hot-water-shrink 
instructions. Rope shrinks approximately 15%. 
#18-120 141 feet becomes 120 feet 

5 lb, 6oz $30. 00 
#18-150 176 feet becomes 150 feet 

6 lb, 12oz $35. 00 
#18-165 194 feet becomes 165 feet 

7 lb, 7oz $40.00 
#18-100 Any l e ngth (300 feet minimum) 

3. 8 lbs/ 100 ft $ . 21 ft 

No Returns on Unprocessed Rope 
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Wash your rope whe n it l o oks even a bit dirty. 
Use a washing ma chine at t empe rature l e ss tha n 
120 °F. Spin a nd then o p e n-air dry. 

We have made a n ew rope proce ssing machine that 
keeps the rope straight. The rope is shrunk for ene rgy 
absorption unde r slight t e nsion . Now, e longation unde r 
a load of 176 lbs has b e en reduc e d to 6% . 

MSR 10mm Backpackers and Rappel Rope 
White color with blue ends and center. Unprocessed 
as sol d; it will shrink 7% the first time it gets wet . 
3. 3 lbs/100 ft as sold. Nylon 6-6. 

#18-351 85 feet becomes 80 feet 
3 lb, 6oz $18, 70 

#18 - 352 129 feet b e comes 120 feet 
4 lb, 10oz $28, 40 

#18-353 157 feet becomes 150 feet 
5 lb, 11oz $ 34. 50 

#18-350 Any length (300 feet minimum) 
3 lb, 5oz/ 100 ft $ • 22 ft 

Sling Rope 

Braided Polyeste r cov er ov er polypropyle n e cor e for 
low str e tch, B eats t w iste d Goldline and manila all 
hollow for ease of us e in prusiking. 1 / 4" tested at 
1900 pound test on drums , 1200 pounds b e tween fi gure 
eight loops. 

1/4" Size 0. 4oz per foot # l 8 -0 34 $ • 17 per ft 

1/4" Size set of one 9 . 5 foot and one 10. 5 foot length . 
Ends are melted by us. 

6oz # 18-035 $3. 25 

3/ 16" Size 0, 2oz per foot # l 8 - 0 36 $ • 15 per ft 

3/ 16" Size set of one 9. 5 foot and one 10. 5 foot length. 
Ends ar e m e lte d by us . 

4oz 

Chouinard Rope 
For use with chocks, sling s, 
loops, etc. 

Size Weight per ft 
5mm . 18oz per ft. 5 ft = 
6mm , 24oz per ft 4 ft = 
7mm • 34oz per ft 3 ft = 
8mm • 46oz per ft 2 ft = 
9mm . 56oz per ft 2 ft = 

Webbing 

# 18-037 $3. 00 

P r usiks , ice axe wrist 

Item Price 
oz #18020 $ . 14 ft 
o z #18021 $ • 20 ft 
oz #18022 $ . 24 ft 
oz #18023 $ • 27 ft 
oz #18024 $ . 40 ft 

l" Tubular webbing, loop with water knot, 4000 lbs. 
One foot= . 5oz #18-050 14 ¢ per foot 

2" Black polypro, light and fl exible , 2000 lb t e st on 
drums. Excell e nt for harnesses , 

One foot = . 3oz # 18 -051 20 ¢ p e r fo o t 
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UIAA Rope Test 
The UIAA is a volunteer association of national 

mountaineering clubs. The group adopted a rope test 
devised by Prof. Dodero, which uses a 176 lb weight 
(80 kg) falling hard from 8. 2 feet above the solid anchor 
to 8 . 2 fe et below the anchor, a total d rop of 16. 4 feet 
(5 meters). This is called a two -to -one fall. This is 
a go - no go test. The rope is supposed to stand three 
such falls. 

Unfortunately, the adopted specification is based on 
the needs of vertical wall climbers . No provision is 
made for ropes for general climbing and on gl aciers, 
where the fall is much less severe. 

The British have a rope testing machine that r eads 
out the number of foot- pounds of e ne rgy that a rope 
will absorb. This is a far superior system , b ecaus e 
each rope would be label ed and the climbe r could 
ch oose the wei ght of rope he needs. We hold that it is 
better to ca rry a rope on glaciers that is two pounds 
lighter than a wall-climbing rope , and then carry two 
pounds more of useful emergency gea r . 

Storm Shelter, TMRU 
The Tacoma Mountain Rescue Unit 
developed this efficient shelter, a 
yellow plastic-film tube, 80" circum
ference x 96" long, one mil thick. 
Should be in every summit pack. 
Includes whistle, matches and survival 

4oz #26-112 $ . 95 
~ ~ ~ 

A plastic tube storm 
shelter may save 
your life. 

Storm Kit, TMRU 
Contains shelter as above, plus candle, sugar, tea, 
bouillon, wire, signal mirror and 12oz metal cooking 
can. 10oz #26-111 $2. 25 

Storm Shelter and Bivouac Tent 
Simiiar to TMRU shelter above 
mil instead of 1. 0) and longer. 
also as bivouac tent. 8' long. 
matches and instructions. 

7oz 

except thicker ( 1. 5 
More durable for use 
With whistle, 

#26-113 $1. 65 
Same except 14' long. Can be used by two persons for 
bivouac, feet overlapping for warmth. 

10oz #26-114 $3.00 

Ground Cloth 
Rugged, coated Ripstop Nylon cloth measures 60" x 
96". May be used as a small lean-to or tarp tent for 
one person (two in a pinch). Edges are hemmed and 
grommet locations have been reinforced with pack 
cloth, Available in Royal Blue or Green. 

#20-104 1 lb. $9. 95 
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Hand and Body Warmers 

Optimus Hand Warmer 

Fill with ¼ fluid ounce lighter fluid or Coleman or 
Blazo stove fuel. Lights with match. Burns 6 to 8 
hours. 

#6204 2 oz $4.95 

Kenco Body Warmer 

Uses special charcoal briquet, coated for fast lighting. 
Burns 4 to 7 hours. Produces distinctly more heat 
than the hand warmer. If you sleep cold, use one or 
two of these in your sleeping bag. 
#6245 Warmer, 1 Pellet 8oz $6. 75 

Briquets for Kenco Body Warmer (package of 10). 
#6246 Fuel Pellets 7. 5oz $ 1. 40 

See Newsletter, page 10, for further discussion. 

Mountaineering First Aid Kit 
Zippered pouch of coated pack cloth measures 7" x 
5" x 2¼" thick and contains the following items which 
we hope you will never need to use: Ace bandage, 
adhesive tape, Bandaids, butterfly closures, mole
skin, soap bar, tweezers, matches, aspirin, salt 
tablets , gauze pads, first aid cream, razor blades, 
Mountaineering Medicine book, and mending kit. 
Orange pack. 

#26-102 11oz $9. 95 

Pocket First Aid Kit 
Scaled-down version of the Mountaineering First Aid 
Kit. Measures 6" x 5" x 1¼ 11 thick. Contains the 
following items: adhesive tape, Bandaids, butterfly 
closures, moleskin, soap bar, tweezers, matches, 
aspirin, salt tablets, gauze pads, first aid cream, 
razor blades, first aid leaflet and mending kit. Coated 
pack in orange only. 

#26-101 5. 5oz $5. 50 
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Dri Lite Foods (Continued) 

8046 Snack Sack 6.0 1. 15 
8047 Salted Soys 4.0 . 50 
8048 Trail Cookies 8.0 . 98 
8049 Zippy Cheese Spread 4.0 1. 00 
8050 Orange Breakfast Drink 4.5 . 80 
8051 Chocolate Malt Drink 6.0 . 90 
8052 Hot Chocolate 7.0 . 90 
8054 Whole Milk 4.0 . 80 

Comelete Meals 
8061 Breakfast #1 2 lb, 0oz $3.32 
8062 Breakfast #2 1 lb, 15oz 4.23 

Dri-Lite Foods 8063 Breakfast #3 2 lb, 0oz 3.93 
8064 Breakfast #4 1 lb, 12oz 4 , 05 

Dri-Lite foods are a satisfying, nutritious combination 8065 Breakfast #5 1 lb, 10oz 4.28 
of freeze-dried and dehydrated foods. They make meal 8066 Breakfast #6 2 lb, 0oz 5.69 
planning easy. We have found them to have good and 8071 Dinner #1 1 lb, 13oz 3.88 
varied taste. Cooking times are short because the 8072 Dinner #2 1 lb, 8oz 6.35 
freeze-dried foods are precooked, and the dehydrated 8073 Dinner #3 1 lb, 10oz 6.55 
foods are partially cooked during the drying process. 8074 Dinner #4 1 lb, 11oz 6.85 
The main dishes are ready to eat 8 to 10 minutes after 8076 Dinner #6 2 lb, 2oz 6.85 
the water has reached boiling temperature. Serves 4 8082 Lunch #2 1 lb, 4oz 3.74 
persons unless otherwise stated. 8086 Lunch #6 1 lb, 7oz 5.55 

Order Wt. 
No. Descrietion (oz) Price . Mountain House Freeze Dried Foods 

8001 Applesauce 4.0 $ . 98 
8002 Apple Slices 4.0 1. 40 We have used Mountain House and found them to be a 
8003 Banana Chips 4.0 . 85 good quality meal. If quickly prepared food is your 
8004 Fruit Mix 4.0 1. 75 need, this is a tasty way to enjoy your dinner. Two 
8005 Scrambled Eggs 4.0 1. 40 person servings. 
8006 Scrambled Eggs, Bacon Bits 4.5 1. 60 
8007 Cheese Omelet 4.5 1. 80 Order Wt. 
8008 Denver Omelet 4.5 1. 80 No. Descrietion (oz) Price 
8009 Buttermilk Pancake Mix 11. 0 .65 8300 Macaroni & Cheese 4. 5 $1. 60 
8010 Maple Syrup 6.0 .60 8301 Vegetable Beef Stew 3.4 1. 90 
8011 Chili & Beans 12,0 1. 75 8302 Beef Stroganoff 3. 6 1. 60 
8012 Vegetable Stew 5, 0 1. 55 8303 Beef Stew 3. 8 2.20 
8013 Beanaggin with 8304 Beef with Rice 4.8 2.00 

vegetable protein 11. 0 2.45 8305 Chili with Beans 5.5 2. 10 
8014 Beef Stroganoff 12.5 3.75 8306 Franks & Beans 5. 0 2. 10 
8015 Beef Stromboli 10.3 4. 10 8307 Beef & Potatoes 4.0 1. 90 
8016 Chili Mac 10.8 3.20 8308 Chicken Stew 3. 6 2.20 
8017 Chicken & Dumplings 11. 3 3.95 8309 Chicken Chop Suey 3.4 2.50 
8018 Sunset Supper 11. 3 3.90 8310 Shrimp Creole 3.8 2.40 
8019 Potato Slices 6.0 . 80 8311 Eggs with Butter 2.2 1. 60 
8021 Corn 2.0 1. 12 8312 Eggs with Bacon Bits 2.2 1. 60 
8022 Glazed Carrots 3.5 . 90 8313 Cheese Omelet 2.4 1. 60 
8023 Green Beans 1.0 1. 12 8314 Sausage Patties 2.0 2.70 
8024 Peas 2,0 1. 12 8315 Beef Patties, Raw 3.4 2.80 
8031 Peas & Car rots Duet 2.0 • 98 8316 Beef Flavored Rice 4.5 1. 50 
8032 Seasoning Blend 0.75 • 50 8317 Peas 1.8 1. 15 
8033 Tomato Flakes 1.0 . 80 8318 Green Beans 0.8 1. 15 
8034 Beef Jerky (Serves 2) 3.0 2.85 8319 Carrots 1.0 1. 00 
8035 Beef (FD) (Serves 2) 1. 3 2. 15 8320 Corn 2.0 1. 10 
8037 Beef Vegetable Protein 8321 Strawberries 1.0 1. 60 

(Serves 2) 3.0 .55 8322 Peaches 1.0 1. 40 
8038 Chicken (Dehydrated - 8323 Plums 2 . 0 1. 40 

Serves 2) 1. 3 2. 15 8324 Apples 1.0 1. 40 
8039 Fruit Salad 6.o 1. 50 8325 Raspberry Apple Crunch 1.8 1. 50 
8040 Apple D'lit~ 5.0 • 95 8326 Pears 1. 6 1. 60 
8041 Cheese Cake 10.0 1. 60 8327 Vanilla Ice Cream 2.5 1. 50 
8042 Chocolate Cream Pie 10.5 1. 60 8328 Chocolate Ice Cream 2. 5 1. 50 
8043 Chocolate Pudding 7.5 1. 05 8329 Strawberry Ice Cream 2. 5 1. 50 
8044 Mountain 1B read 9.5 1. 20 8330 Corn (Compressed) 5.7 2,70 
8045 Pineapple Tidbits 5. 0 1. 15 8331 Beef & Rice with Onions 6.5 2. 70 
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Don't Learn Everything the Hard Way - Read! 

ABC of Avalanche Safety, by Dr. Ed LaChappelle. 

Knowledge given in this book is a safety essential for 

all who travel on (or below) steep snow slopes. 

2oz #16 -001 $1. 50 

Accidents in No rth American Mounta ine ering , by th e 

American Alpine Club. A yearly publication with a 

good recap of accidents and analysis of each. 

2 . 2oz # 16 -010 $1. 50 

Cascade Alpine Guide - South, by Fred Beckey. Now 

you can find your way up the right side of the mountain 

or at least know when you are lo s t. Covers from the 

Columbia River to Stevens Pass. 

1 lb, 8. 5oz #16 -040 $9. 95 

Climbers Guide to th e Olympics, compl et e trail and 

peak guide. Prepared by Olympic Mountain Rescue, 

who really know their way around the Olympics . 

8oz # 16-050 $5.00 

Freedom of the Hills, by The Mountaineers. Third 

edition 1974. A good comprehensive ·book on 

introducing all phases of mountaineering. 

2lb,2oz #16-060 ·$11.95 

Frostbite, by Washburn. Frostbite is an everpresent 

danger in cold weather; every hiker , skier and 

climber who goes out in freezing weather should read 

this book. 
2.6oz #16 -08 0 $1. 35 

Guide to Leavenworth Rock Climbing Areas, by Fred 

Beckey and Eric Bjornstad. 

4oz #16-120 ___ $3,50 

Climbers' Guide to Leavenworth, by Carlstad & Brooks. 

4. 5oz #16-121 $4. 00 

High Trails, by Louise Marshall. 

7 oz #16-090 $3.95 
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Hypothermia - Killer of the Unpre pared, by Dr . Ted 

Lathrop . More lives are l ost in our mountains by 

getting too chilled than by accidents. Read this book 

and follow its advice. 

1.9oz #16-091 $1.00 

Igloo Building. This is a reprint o f an article run in 

Off Belay magazine. It renders a good explanation of 

building " Eskimo " type igloos . 

. 7oz #16-099 $ . 75 

International Mountain Rescue Handbook, by Hamish 

Maclnnes, Scotti.sh Mountain Rescue. All leaders 

should read this book, whether active in rescue or not. 

1 lb, 3oz #16-110 $3.50 

Medicine for Mountaineering, Dr. James Wilkerson. 

A textbook (309 pages) of intermediate medical infor

mation written for climb leaders who must take over 

in the event of accident or illness. 

14oz #16-130 $7.50 

Mountaineering First Aid, by Dick Mitchell, founder 

of the First-Aid Committee of The Mountaineers. A 

thorough book by an active skier and mountaineer. 

4.9oz #16-160 $1. 95 

Mountaineering Medicine, Darvill. Compac t to carry 

in your first aid kit. Sixth edition. 

1.6oz #16-170 $1.00 

Mountain Search and Rescue Operations . This book 

is filled with practical advice on search and rescue, 

with emphasis on planning, organization and training. 

Not 100% up-to-date (1958), but it has had 6 printings 

·and is well worth reading. By Grand Teton Assn. 

5oz #16-150 $1.05 
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Mountain Search for the Lost Victim, by Dennis 
Kelley, Montrose Search and Rescue. A full exami
nation of the problems and techniques of search, 
based on years of experience. 283 pages. 

10.5oz #16-140 $6.50 

Mountain Medicine & Physiology 

#16-191 7.5oz $3.95 

Basic Rockcraft. Royal Robbins' first publication on 
rock climbing, a popular book. 

3. 7oz #16-020 $1.95 

Advanced Rockcraft, Royal Robbins' second book on 
rock climbing, defines his philosophy on clean climbs. 

4.8oz #16-030 $2.95 

Wilderness Emergencies (Surviving the Unexpected) 
This is the best book on survival we know. Well 
written, by Gene Fear, Survival Education Assn. 

10. 8oz Paperbound #16-180 $3. 25 

Wilderness Handbook. Paul Petzoldt wrote this book 
explaining many of his adventures in the wilderness. 

l lb,3oz #16-190 $7.95 

Park Lighter - Lighter-Fluid Type 
A light weight lighter to carry in place of matches and 
a match safe. Should be refilled with lighter fluid 
before each trip. 

. 8oz #26-040 

Water Repellency 
Work pants of polyester-cotton mix 
obtainable at department stores make 
excellent hiking and climbing pants when 
treated with silicone.· Wash garment 
four times before treating to get rid of 
the starch. 

10% Silicone Solution, 8oz Can with 
brush. 11oz #2161 $2.25 

$ • 80 
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Newsletter Reprints 

Continuing requests for the 
earlier newsletters have led 
us to prepare a 61 page reprint 
of the articles of more enduring 
interest in Issues 1 through 10. 
#17-060 ~oz tI.75 

Matchbox 
Waterproof container for matches. 
Flint on bottom for scraping with 
knife for sparks. 

1oz #26-050 $. 90 

Compass 
This Wilkie Compass is simple but of high 
quality. Brass case, highly magnetized 
needle. Not liquid filled; needle can be 
damped by tilting case. Very lightweight . 

. 3oz #26-001 $ • 55 

Off Belay Magazine 
An excellent magazine for mountaineering technology. 
Subscribe direct to 15630 S. E. 124th Street, Renton, 
Washington 98055. 1 year $7. 50; 2 years $14. 00, 3 
years $20. 00. Add 5. 3% Washington State only. 

Moleskin with Adhesive Foam 
1/8" thick for padding around blisters. If you have a 
blister on the back of the heel, apply a full-height (to 
the top of the shoe) 1. 5" wide patch leaving a gap or a 
cut hole where the blister is. Never apply on the 
blister itself because that will only increase the pain' 
and pressure. Limited supply. 

6 11 X 25" 4oz #26-060 $1. 25 

Salt Tablets 
Use wax-impregnated tablets to avoid stomach distress. 
White tablets dissolve too fast and can be upsetting. 
100 count IO-grain waxed salt tablets. 

#26-102 2.7oz $ 1.10 

Trail Marker 
Plastic ribbon one inch wide, in fluorescent orange or 
pink, 150 foot roll. Strategically placed trail markers 
may save you an uncomfortable lost bivouac or even 
worse. We drill a unique pattern of holes in each roll 
so you can identify your own markers. 
#6207 Pink Trail Marker 6oz 
#6208 Orange Trail Marker 6oz 

$2.25 
$2.25 
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